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NEW YORK PAPERS CONtained columns about the big fight,
as a matter of course. . Several
of them seem to have turned . their
·
society edit o rs
loose on it, and
there were published lists ...pf
notables · a n d
their ladies in attendance reads a
good deal like a
list
of
those
present at a coming-out
party
among the Four
Hundred or a
a president's ball.
Among the spectators were governors of several
W. P. Davies
states,
eminent
.
,
d
politicians, literary hghts, a~
some of the brightest Iuminar1e,s
in the social firmament. I did~ t
notice th~ names of any bishops m
th~ lists, but bishops have radios,
anyway.

* * *

IT WAS DIFFERENT LONG
ago. One night we had a fight in
the Met, staged .chiefly for the entertatnment . of out-of-town visitors
in attendance at some convention
that was being held in Grand
Forks. The fight was a fizzle. One
poor fellow, hopelessly outclassed
from the start, was pummeled unmercifully through round after
round until he was covered with
blood and almost helpless, yet he
struggled on, honestly doing the
best he could against terrible odds.
The exhibition should have been
stopped before 1t was, but the
crowd was there for a killing and
vociferously demanded a knockout. ' The referee, however, ended
it at last, preventing the spectacle
of a helpless little chap who bad
done his best being slugged to unconsciousness in cold blood. In the
I report of the bout next' morning
I remarked that the names of
those present would be found on
page 9 of the paper. There was
consternation among the delegates. The Her~ld went to the
homes of most of them, and what
would the folks think when they
found that the head of the. family
had actually attended a prize
fight? There was frantic searching for· page 9 of the Herald, but
nobody could find it because the
paper that morning had eight
pages. Nowadays, I suppose, the
delegates would be hunting for
complete. papers so they could send
marked copies home.

*

*

*

BEER, WE ARE TOLD, IS TO
be put · in square tin cans instead
of glass bottles, partly for conventence in packing and handling and
partly to avoid the. return of empties. Now we learn that following

the example of the brewers, the
vintners are about to can their
wine insteady of bottling it. So f3;r
as beer is concerned, I suppose it
doesn't make much difference.
Beer is a plebeian, prosaic drink,
associated wit~ Limburger, Uverwurst and dried herring, but when
they get to canning wine, will that
not be carrying the thing too · far?
What romance can there possibly
be about a can of win·e ? . How can
one hold it up to the light and see
in it the brilliance of ruby or topaz? Who can imagine all the poetry that has been written about
wine being written about something poured out of a tin can?
Next thing, they'll be having it
served in paper cups.

* * *

ABOUT THIS POTATO CONtrol idea, there are limits to · it.
Wheat must be taken to market
and made an article of commerce,
this coming under the eagle eye of
the government. But no government can supervise all the backyards and vacant lots in the country, and whenever a fellow takes
the notion he can. just spade up a
few yards of earth and grow his
own potatoes. If the government
restricts the commercial output too
severely the domestic production
ts I1ke1y'to be increased amazingly.

* * *

IN ITS FORTHCOMING CENtennlal exposition Texas will give
due recognition to North Dakota
by giving an appropriate place
in the decorations to the prairie
rose. Many residents of North Dakota do not know that the state
has an official flower, but the
prairie rose was so designated by
act of the Iegislataure many years
ago.
>I<

* *

AN EXCHANGE SAYS: ''SWEden built up its grea~ safety match
industry on imported products.
The wood for the match body and
the potassium chlorate for the tip
were brought in from other countries." It will be remembered also
that in addition to the items mentioned Mr. Krueger in;,.ported a lot
of cash to. keep things going.

*

*

-i:

· IN AN ARTICLE ON NATURE
faking, the Scientific
American
contradicts a number of statemen ts representing widespread beliefs relating to animals. Cocoons,
we are told, do not protect their
contents from cold, and the thickest cocoons are found in the tropics. Cold winters do not destroy
insect Iif e, nor do they kill reptiles. ~ Ephemeris flies live for
more than 14 days, not merely
"one, day." Snakes do not . leap at
their enemies, and records prove
,that only one bite ou~ of 200 given
by venomous. snakee is fatal.
If
this. thing keeps up there will soon
be nothing left for us to believe.

I

to legalize gambling in one form or other, and in
some forms of ga.mbllng are legalized, notably, that
of betting
on
horse races. One
argument t h a t
has often been
made in favor of
this
form
of
gambling is that
without it horseracing would disappear
as
a
sport, and the
breeding of fine
horses would become a lost industry.
W h en
W. I'. Davies
money is wagered on a horse race merely to give
flavor to the sport, it is difficult
to make a· convincing argument
against it. When the winning
of money becomes the major objective there is introduced an element of danger to the individual
and of demoralization to the community. Some years ago, shortly
after the introduction of the parimutuel system of betting at the
Winnipeg races, I inquired casually as to what effect the innovation seemed to have on the local
public. My informant, wife of the
owner of a suburban store, said
that the only means she had of
judging was that after each race
her husband had greater difficulty
than usual in collecting his bills.
Apparently patrons of the races
had dropped easily into the habit
of betting more money than they
had any business to bet and losing more than they could afford to
lose.

* * *

Occasionally, however, he would
go on a bender, and, abandoning
the game in which he had been
dealer, would make the rounds of
the other ga.mbllng places and
squander money like a drunken
sailor. He knew that he had the
same percentage against him that
was in his favor when he was
back of the board, yet he would
risk his money, just like any other
sucker.

* *

*
I HAVE OFTEN
READ AND
heard about fixed roulette wheels,
but I ·never could figure out how
a roulette wheel could be so constructed that it could be manipulated to the advantage of the house
with any degree of certainty.
Moreover, while I have seen rou•
lette wheels smashed to pieces aft.
er a raid, I njlver saw one that
had any mechanism by means of
which it could be controlled.
Neither have I ever talked with
any person who professed to have
seen a fixed wheel. I have rather
come to the conclusion that the
fixed wheel is like the famous rope
trick of India-there ain't no such
thing.

* *

* WHICH WAS REONE TRICK
ally only a bit of shrewd ·trading,
but which involved the flipping of
a coin, was played habitually by
a chap named Ferris who frequented the wood market which
was maintained long ago on Bruce
avenue near Third street. In the
winter farmers and others hauled
in · cordwood which had been cut
along the river and offered it for
sale on the market. Often, when
trade was dull and a storm was
brewing, the owner of a load would
be willing to take a small price for
it so that he could start for home.
At such times Ferris was on hand.
Offering a criminally low price for
the load as against the owner's
much higher price, he
would
jockey ,the owner into an offer to
split the difference. Then Ferris
would offer to flip a dollar to see
whether he should pay that price
or the price which he bad originally offered. Time after time he got
weary teamsters to bite on that
bait, and he won about as often as
he lost. When be lost. he got the
wood for a low price anyway.

IN THE DAYS WHEN GAMbling in East Grand Forks was
wide open, and often fast and furious, I watched many of the games
with interest. While the games
never reached the dizzy heights
that sometimes characterized the
Metropo.l itan games, substantial
wagers were often made, and I
have seen winnings of several hundred dollars piled ill front of play' ers. But I have no recollection of
seeing any substantial part of such
• winnings carried away. Invariab* * *THE STORY
THAT RECALLS
' ly, so far as I ever saw, the winner kept on playing until his win- of the soldier in the Civil war who
nings were seriously impaired, and met a farmer with a. sack under
often until he was actually a loser. his arm. "What you got in the
sack, Uncle?" he asked. "Got a
IN ANY OF THE*GAMBLING rooster," was the reply. "Goin over
games there was a percentage in to Jones's to trade him for a
favor of the house. That was op- Shanghai." "I'll play you a game of
en and above-board, and quite leg- seven up for him," volunteered
itimate. It followed that if a play- the soldier.
That seemed fair
er played indefinitely he .must lose. enough, and the two sat down to a
He might have a lucky streak, but game with cards which the soldier
he couldn't beat the law of aver- produced. The farmer won the
' ages. One professional gambler game, and each went on his way.
whom I knew quite well, a pleas- Suddenly the farmer stopped. "By
ant chap, well read, intelligent, and gum!" he said, "this is queer. I won
thoroughly familiar with the math- a game of cards, but I had the
ematics of the gs.mes ln which he rooster before, and I got the roos
was engaged, was usually abstem er now, and that's all. Thiat game
ious in the matter of intoxicants. didn't seem to roduce nuthin."

* *

....
A
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
game revives memories in many
an "old grad" who recalls the battles in which he fought, the victories to which
he contrlbu t e d
and the defeats
under which he
smarted. M o s t
of those recollections remain locked up in the
breast of the old
grad,
or
are

c o m m u n teated, perchance,
to two or three
old friends whom
he happens to
meet at a reunion.
Rev.
M.
w. P. Davies
Bratrud, Lutheran pastor at Oslo, is an alumnus
of Luther college, and the game
between the Luther team and the
U. N. D. recalled to him interesting incidents of his own college
days, when many other present
residents of this territory were
students at Luther. Instead of
keeping these things to himself
Mr. Bratrud has set them down on
paper, and in order that others
may enjoy them he shall have today's column to himself.

* • •

"COLLEGE
DAYS
WERE
brought to mind, writes Mr. Bratrud, "when Luther played the University at Grand Forks. I do not
remember that any opponent ever
scored so much on Luther but the
same fight to the finish was characteristic of the Luther spirit. The
Luther spirit is something in a
class by itself. It is caught by every student and never forgotten by
the alumni. There is no hazing of
freshmen there as every man is
rated on his own merits. It ere. 'a tes a democratic spirit than can
sometimes get so insistent that originality seems out of place. In
the old days Luther was a classical
college. The regular course included the study of German, Norse,
Latin, Greek and Hebrew if you
wished it. We have Rev. H. B.
Thorgrimson and F. Jorgenson of
Grand Forks aa products of that
school. The course has been liberalized somewhat but only in recent years as a necessary economic
measure. Co-education is a very
recent innovation at Luther which
for more than seventy years was a
man's college. There was a line in
my day like this:
Luther is a paradise for every
Adam's son
Never by the wiles of Eve shall it
be undone.

* *

'*

1

"ATHLETICS GETS A BIG
page at this season but sood
minds will · remember when the
Luther college b,nd visited Gr~nd
Forks the last time in the summer of 1927. This was on their
return trip from the West coast
and Vancouver, Canada. The concert was broadcast from Central
park and though I had taken a few
days out for a case of measle~ l
heard the concert at a Warren hospital over a neighbor's radio. ~hese
band men have invaded lhe
Northwest states and around here
we have the bands of Husel1d, of
Stephen and Brendsel of Mayville
to uphold the honor of Carlo A.
Sperati's instructing. Others are
too numerous to mention but a few
like Orwall at Thief River Falls,
Blegstad at Maddock, Ode at McIntosh Larson at Bismarck are also wei1 known. Others will be
heard from later. In 1933 a male
chorus called the 'Schola Cantorium" sang at Grand Forks numbers from Palestrina, Bach, Reuter
· and more classical composers. ,.

.

·* *· *

IN MY STUDY I HAVE A PICture .o f the 1927 football squad and
in the years since, seven of the
thirty men on the squad and the
trainer have become pastors of the
Norwegian Lutheran church
I
wonder what other football .squad
has a record like it. There is Paulson of Fredericks, S. D., Thron. son of Joplin, Mont., Brekke of
Spring Grove, Minn., the least of
the prophets at Oslo, Minn., Shafland at . Livingston, Mont., Ran:um
at Billings, Mont., and Astrup recently at St. Paul, Minn.
The
trainer, Salveson, a "Big Profun. do" bass is at Seattle, Wash.
On
that same squad we find ·Olson
now coach at Augustana college,
S. D., Olson, coach at Pacific
Lutheran college at Parkland,
Wash., and Olson who played ·
shortstop with the Grand Forks
Colts this summer. Besides that
there were four more Olsons on
the squad.

....

"THEN THIS FULLBACK ED
Rorvig must be the same Ed Rorvig who as a freshman on the
Westhope high school learned
some of th~ Luther tricks from me.
They were · a splendid line of
youngsters. There were 13 boys
on the aquad and for scrimmage
one half of the line :was used to
scrimmage the other half. Sometimes I would give them the plays
and then play that side of the line
myself. Their best game was one
of three consistent marches down
the field only to be beaten ou~
of a score by the whistle at tHe
halves and by a wide lateral pass
which was intercepted by an opponent who ran 99 yards back for
the other team's one score.
That
man 'fas well over the age limit
but had moved so much we could
not prove his age. We finally let
him play when we received a letter signed by his school superintendent that he would be eligible.
Later a pastor told us he had records of his baptism 24 years before.

* * *

"THE FIRST GAME WAS
played on a Tuesday and on the
Sunday before our quarterback
and another young man from town
were out by the Mouse river hunting ducks. It seemed hunting was
slow so the boys were going to see
how close they could shoot without hurting each other. Our quarterback fired first and got so close
· he scared the · other boy who drew
down liis seotgun and emptied
both barre
Th-e charge it was
said sent ab t twenty shot into
the ankles and legs of the boy who
should run the team the following
Tuesday. Fortunately on Monday
a boy came in from the country
who looked like a good prospect
though he had never had his hands
on a football before. He learned
a lot of football in one practice and
a whole evening's lecture and
played a .good game the day after.
Signals were called then by the
fullback, Stone, who did well at
Jamestown college a few years later.

* * *SENT SOME
"THE '24 SQUAD
men into North Dakota ·whom I
* FORGOTTEN
*
"NOT TO* BE
would like to see in action again
are the Greek classes taught by O.
if that were possible. They w.ere Qualley, line coach of the Luther
gentlemen of merit. Schjeldahl of
team. He enjoyed a lot the clever
Rugby, Hjelle of Portland; Storthumor we would translate out of
roen of Bisbee, and 'Mike' Anderthe Greek in Lucian's dialogues.
son of Bismarck. Anderson sang · Coach Peterson knows bow to
Friday evening in the quartet. At
teach a good course in Latin just
Friday night's banquet and game,
as well as he knows how to handle
Cliff Hanson, a former star full- his boys in football or basketball." J
back who played with the Chicago Bears a long time was also
present. They might just as well
have suspended a few rules and let
him play a quarter or two in Friday night's game. _
'~---~__.____..;-----: .

.

orate than a single main course
some hundreds over-were sold ot beefsteak and onions - thick
steak done rare, with onions and
"ringside" seats at the big fight dabs of butter decorating the top.
in New York. On their arrival at And back in the early days there
the scene of con- were breakfasts of just oatmeal
flict the purchas- mush and milk-lots of both. As to
ers of those spec- socia standing, our family was
ially advantage- just as important as any at Newous positions port Landing, not excepting those
found that prac- of the preacher and the schooltically the whole teacher.
alphabet had
b e e n mobilized A CORRESPONDENT ASKS IN
a g a l n s t them. the New York Times Book Review
T h e o r e t lcally for the "poem" entitled "Waving
Row 1 would be Farewell to Brother Watkins." It
under s t o o d to isn't a poem, but a burlesque
mean the rC)w speech which was popular some
nearest the stage. 60 years ago at neighborhood enIn actual prac- tertainments, and which many
tice it has been readers of this column will unW. P. Dalvles
customary to re- doubtedly recall. Brother Watkins
serve a row or two still closer to has been transferred from a pas•
the front for specially distinguish- torate which he had held for many
ed, and normally the purchaser of years to a new station, and in his
a seat in Row 1 expected to find first address to his new parish•
· persons in Rows A and perhaps B loners he describes his emotions
seated in front of him. On this on leaving his old charge, All the
occasion, inspired perhaps by the dear friends, old and young, bade
example of the government, the him a "Fare ye well, Brother Watfight promoters used up pretty kins." Mounting his horse he left
much all of the alphabet in label- the village, and as he rode along
ing rows of seats before the use through familiar scenes for the
of regular numerals began. Thus last time; the cattle in the fields,
the holder of a ticket for a seat the rippling brook and the flowin Row 1 who expected to sit ers by the wayside seemed to say
right next the stage found when "Fare ye well, Brother Watkins.
he arrived that there were 20 or As he ;ode forth sadly thinking
more rows ahead of him. Just how of the severance of those ties, a
far the twenty-thousandth seat hog jumped from the ditch, scared
was from the stage ls a problem the horse, which plunged and unfor the higher mathematicians.
seated its rider, and as the old
gentleman gathered himself up he
*
IT IS BECOMING DANGER- saw the steed disappearing over
ous to go places. Thus, an aval- a distant hill, waving with its
anche hit the Niagara gorge rail- tall "Fare ye well, Brother Watway, and I had been over it only kins." That speech was sure to
a little while before. A bridge at bring down the house wherever it
Lacrosse fell into the river. I had was delivered.
been thinking of coming home ov* *BROTHER
MENTION* OF
er that bridge. The other day anWatkins
recalls
to me the tea
other bridge fell and carried the
meeting,
which
was
of the intender Into the . water. A fellow stitutions in our partone
of the counmight have gone to Florida and
got caught in the hurrciane of a try. Essentially it was like many
few weeks ago, and if he had tak- modern church and school enterbut it followed a reguen one of those cruises to Bermu- tainments,
lar
pattern.
affair always beda and the Bahamas, he might gan with a The
big supper, which we
have found another hurricane
now call a dinner, in the
ready for him. So, things being as should
church
basement, if there was a
they are on this side of the world, basement,
tables being load~d
to say nothing of what's going on down with the
heaps
food from the
in Europe, I intend to stick pretty neighboring farm ofkitchens.
There
close around home this winter.
would be great platters of roast
turkey, goose and chicken, boiled
* TO ONE OF THE ham,
cured and smoked at home,
ACCORDING
food edito:s one-course meals are with the flavor of hickory chips
becoming popular in the higher of corn cobs, pickles and jellies
social .circles, and there are given and preserves from home gardens,
several recipes for such meals as cakes innumerable, and all the pie
preferred by more or less disting- one could eat. Of course we have
uished persons. Among th• foods many of those things now, but
listed for such :m,eals are hambur- they don't taste the same as when
ger, lamb chops, liver and bacon one was about a .dozen year old,
and eggs. The idea ls treated as Then there was a program of musomething entirely new. It ls notht. sic, speeches and declamations
Ing Of the kind. Many of us have given in the main auditorium of
known about it all along, . and the school or church. The tea
many an excellent dinner '~'9e I meeti~g was one of the great evenjoyed with nothing more ela ents of the year.

• * *

* *

* *

IN

SCOTLAND NEWS OF AP- ed, an Italian army had been an"ed from nihilated at Aduwa.
proac hi ng wa~ wa S Carrl
..
*
*
mountain top to mountain top by ·,, THE WAR DRUMS AT. THE
signal fires which, when lighted, capftal, which have been silent so
called for the long, are forty in number, the
a s s e m b ling of largest being of lion skin and carof the clansmen ried by four men. When three of
at p r e arranged these are beaten in a certain orplaces, all arm- der the sound maae is said to reed and ready for semble the native equivalent for
the fray. Refer- "surrender," which is interpreted,
ence to this is "surrender to your own chief for
contained .in the service." The beating of · these
lines which the drums means that -the whole popuP o e t . p u t s i n lation, men, women and children, is
the m o u t h of to go on a war footing. Thereafter
the speaker in the p'rovincial governors will bring
E d i n b u rgh as out their war drums, ·fewer in
.the p e op 1 e of number, and make· announcement
that city await in their own territory, and so on
an x i o u s 1 y for down to the local tribal chiefs,
news from Cul- each with fewer drums~
w. P. Davies loden:
·
*
*
WHILE NEWS OF WAR CAN
All last night we watched the
thus be spread rapidly, ac.t ual mobeacons
bilization will take some . time, posBlazing on the hills afar,
sibly
a month, each warrior must
Each one bearing, as it kindled,
come
provided with ammunition
Message of the opened war.
and a month's supply of provisions.
While the Ethiopian emperor has
* * *
SIGNAL FIRES HAVE BEEN a certain quantity of modern war
used all over the world for this equipment, except for the few mopurpose. With them, in Scotland, dernly organized troops, each soldier provides his own means of
went the carrying of the fiery transport, namely, his two feet, on
torch, so thrillingly described by which he can travel where neither
Scott in "The Lady of the Lake." horses nor tanks can go, and
Also for such purposes, sound has where airmen cannot find him.
shared responsibility with fire. For crossing rivers, which the
Centuries before the telegraph and western army must bridge for its
telephone news was sent from heavy impediments, the Ethiopian
tribe to tribe in Africa by the beat- merely wades or swims, and many
ing of drums, and the system of writers predict that if the Ethio, communicating by sound had been pian command does not try to imiso perfected that information, sur- tate western methods of mass warprisingly minute and accurate, was- fare, with which they are not f amisent over great distances by vari- liar, but stick to the elusive meations in the combinatio:p and tem- thods as familiar to them as to
po of drum-beats.
their forefathers, the Ethiopians
will be able to inflict terrible punIN · ETHIOPIA, WHOSE FEW ishment on any western army that .
telephone lines are so poorly equip- can be sent against them.
ped that messages ove~ them must
be relayed from station to station,
AS ONE *READS OF THE
the drum is still an important ceremonial beating of qrums, the
means of communication and is abandonment by the people of all
the official medium for calling for their ordinary activity, and the
the war mobilization of the peo- gathering of tribesmen at centers
ple. It is forty years since the which have been · selected long in
war drums of Ethiopia were used advapce, one seems to be carried
to sound a gener~l ~alarm. It was back in to the mysterious African
King Menelik who 'caused ·them to world created by Rider Haggard,
be beaten, and before the war where time has stood still for cenwhich they inaugurated was end- turies.

*

*

1

*

*

*

* *

0NE OF BRYANT•s F ~
t'I out on the fair earth his
poems l• "The Death of• the Flowquiet mule,ers:• begln1Un1: The melancholy The sweetest of the year.
days have c
, the saddest of
t h e . year." I~ Where now the solemn shade,
hat the poet V~due and gloom where many
· +Jews · the aut- ·
branches meet;
~
season .in ·So aratetul, when the noon of
, the p~;,:it · of aorsummer made
row, ··and in that The valleys sick with heat?
spirit he finds no
comfort · eve~ In Let In through all the trees
the ••calm, mild Some of the strange rays; the forday," which atlll '
est depths are bright; ·
may come, for Their 11Unny-colored foliage, 1n the
the · warm south
breeze,
wind fi.n da none
Twinkles, like beams of light.
of the flowers
"w h o s e f rag. The rivulet, late unseen,
ranee l at e he W h e r e bicke. I through the
bore.'' Approprlshrubs it. watere, run,
W• P. Davie• ately the death Shines with the Image of ita golden
of tlie flowers ls associated with
screen, .
the death of the fair young bl9a,. ¥d glimmeri:Qg of the sun.
som who had "faded by bis side.''
•
•
•
J:lut, 'neath yon crimson tree,
BUT BRYANT WAS NOT .AL- Lover to listening maid might
··
breathe his flame,
ways sad, nor did he fall to 1ee Nor mark wlthbl lta roseate
beauty in the season which, in one
canopy
mood ~pired only sadness. Less
'
well known is his poem "Autumn
Her blush of maiden sha~e.
Woods," In which his spirit revels
Oh, A.utumn! why 80 soon
in the glory· of autumn eolorlrlg,
and be~ause it la that phase of Depart the bues that make thy
for est glad;
Autumn which appeals. to 80 many Thy gentle wind and thy fair sunny
of us, the poem la quoted as folnoon,
lows:
·
And leave thee wild and sad!

* * •

A.U'l"OIIN WOODS.
Ah! 'twere a lot too blessed
Ere, in the northern gale
Forever in thy shades to stray;
The su1X1mer tre11ea of the trees Amid the kisses of the soft southare gone,
west
'
The woods of Autumn, all &J'OUDd
To rov~ and dream for aye.
our vale,
And leave the vatn low atrlfe
Have put their glory on.
That makes men mad-the tug for
wealth a11d power,
.
The mountains that lnfold,
In their wide sweep, the colored The passions· and the ca,res that
wither llfe,
landscape round
Seem groU,Ps of gl~t klnp,. in And waste tts little hour.
purple and gold,
*
That pard. the enchanted
BB.YANT WROTE OF A. NEW
ground.
·
Engl&D.4 autumn. But New England has noµtlng that surpasaea
t!ie gorgeous coloring of our own
I r ~ the woods th~t crown
The upl&J;ld, where the mingled no~Uiern. woods. On the· prairie
we lack . tha maple, whose autumn
speldors glow,
.
Where the gay company· of ·trees colors are perhaps the most gorgeous of all, but we have the llhlm.;.
look down
mering greens .and yellows of the
· On th~ .. green fields below.
cottonwoods, · the . crimson . of the
My ateps are not alone
oaks and th• variegated hues of
In these ::,pright walks; the 1weet the Virginia creeper, ,rhlle only
aoutU-weat, .at play,
an hour's drive· away we find the
,Flies, rustling, . where the painted maple in all ks glory atld the pines
leaves are
with their ui~se's" of soft gree~
Along the winding. -w ay.
·and grays. There are· no more
.
beautlful picturea
those made
And far in heaven, the .while,
by t.h e sun shining through the
The •un, that sends that gale tQ foliage of our, northern for•sta. in
wander here,
October.

* *

·~own

than

I

I

THE NORTH DAKOTA METHodist conference, which has just
closed its annual meeting in Grand
Forks, has among its members a
group of men,
rapidly diminish.in numbers, who
·-:b e g a n their
ministry before
the state itself
was formed, and
before much of
its area was inhabited. Among
them, at conferences and other
reunions, conversation is apt to
turn to the experiences of the
early days, .w hen
w. P. Davies most of our railr.oad were yet to be built, when instead of surfaced highways there
were winding prairie trails, and
when a drive of a few miles often
meant a dangerous struggle with
mud or snow.

* * *

OF THESE P I O N E E R
preachers Rev. Dr. H. P. Cooper
is one of the oldest, and he has
been one of the most regular in his
attendance at all the gatherings of
his church. On Sunday, September 29, Dr. Coop.,e r preached his
farewell sermon to the Enderlin
congregation which he has served
for the past ten years, and closed
an active service of 55 years in the
ministrr.

* * *ALTHOUGH
DR.
COOPER,
neither of us was aware of the
fact
in
our
youth,
is
an
old neighbor of mine, having been
born at Hamilton, Ontario, 78
years ago. In 1880 he came to Dakota territory, which was then in..
eluded in the Minnesota conference, and preached his first sermon at Park River. Since then
he has spent 55 years in uninterrupted activity as a minister of the
gospel and an officer of his church.
In 1913 he received the degree of
DD. from Wesley college.

* *YEARS DR.
DURING *
THESE
Cooper has served many communities as pastor, among them Lakota, Drayton, Casselton, where he
remained eleven years, and Enderlin, where he has just closed a
, term of ten years. He served as
' district
superintendent of the ·
Grand Forks and Fargo districts,
and for several years made his
home in Grand Forks. He has
been a strong advocate of church
union for the smaller communities.

ana - he has been instrumental in
several instances in welding together two or more weak and
struggling congregations to make
a strong and useful community
church. Five years ago, on the
completion of hbi" 50th year in the
ministry, he was the recipient of
many expressions of esteem ·and
good will both from the people of
Enderlin, where he was stationed,
and from \ clerical and lay friends ·
, all over the state who knew and
loved him.

*

*

IT WAS MY *PRIVILEGE TO
; know Dr. Cooper many years ago,
when it was part of my job to dig
up news for the paper. In him I
found a valuable assistant. His
profession required him to travel
extensively over the state, and always he traveled with eyes, ears
and mind open. Incidents of human experience, of community
progress, of social and educational
. activity, which many men would
have passed without notice, were
observed by him with intelligent I
appraisal and eager sympathy an~
henever I ~;t him on his return
from a trip I was sure of a good
batch of interesting news.

*

*

* *

,

"THE DISTANT AMERICAN
origin of the white spirituals seems
to have been the singing schools
of New England. The singing masters who entered the South, following the route of folk migration
from Pennsylvania into Virginia,
found a welcome of a kind they
had not encountered elsewhere in
America. Their song books became magnificent pot-pourris of
art and folk music.

* * *

*
* * 'ALL DAY
"THE PRESENT
singing' is generally held at an unpretentious rural church far from
the modern trunk-line highways.
Out of the several hundred people
of all ages and conditions who
come to a singing there wm be, let
us say, fifty or sixty devoted singers. The singers are a 'class.' A
committee calls qut 'leaders,' each
of whom in turn leads three songs.
The pitch is set with a tuning
fork or by guess. There is of
course no instrumental accompaniment. The class sings the tune
through_ first by syllables in the
'fa-sol-la' method taught in the
singing school and then the tune
with the words.

* *

"SO IT GOES ON, ALL DAY
long, with an hour of intermission
for dinner-on-the-grounds. Within
six or seven hours the group will
have sung 50 or 60 songs of every
variety; simple hymns like 'New
Britain' ('Amazing Grace'), resounding camp meeting songs like
'Roll Jordan' or 'Animation,' or the
difficult and beautiful 'fuguing
tunes' like 'Alabama' and 'Evening
Shade' in which the voice parts
follow out · complex contrapuntal
figures."

I

1

*

*

"THIS MUSIC DERIVES REmotely from the great tradition of
English
part-song.
It
was
brought to America by the very
people who destroyed it in 17th
century England-the Puritans;
and it has been acclimated and developed in to an American choral
music by the least American of
Americans-the Southerners.

OUR STATE CAN NEVER EStimate accurately the debt which it
owes to such men. Stationed often
in out-of-the-way places, cut off
for weeks at a time from contact
with the outside world, subjected
to physical discomfort and often
to real danger, they carried on a
valiant fight for the . ideals of
Christian manhood. , And it is . a
pleasure to extend to Dr. Cooper,
as a member of that splendid company, felicitations and good wishes
as he lays aside the labors and :r:esponsibllitles of active pastoral
work.

* DESTRUCTION
THAT THE
of our best materials for a rich
and authentic national music, the
white spirituals, is threatened by
"the better music boosters of the
20th century who would replace
the old music with a bit of or~torio, a dash of operetta, a morsel
of Russian or Czech folk-song'' is
the opinion expressed by Donald
Davidson of Vanderbilt university
in a recent article.

* * *

MOST OF US THINK OF
"spirituals" as negro music, but
Mr. Davidson says that in most
cases the negro spiritual c;lerives
from the white spirituals which
negroes heard their white neighbors sing. Continuing, Mr. David· ,
son writes:

* * *

A VERDICT HAS JUST BEEN
rendere~ in a case in Boston invol'Ving a point which is of lntel"est
to all owners ?f b~~11~'tft :afihi;!
. . ·==-·.·.:·
ceptacles. are · in\lltfrfa.'i3:
stalled. F . l V e
;.:.§:t~:-:-~~,~~
·~@::1¥:;.~=:~
years ago the
=~1::::/W=il;:·· plaintiff went int . ~.-~ to
an
office
===t:..~·
building to mall
~~
a letter a n d
while on' that errand he was inju:ced by" the collapse of a stairw a y.. Alleging
p -8 r manent injury he claimed
damages in t h e
amount of $20,W. P. Davies
The owner
000
of the building discl~imed liability
on the ground that the building
was private property and the plain·tiff a trespasser. Plaintiff's counsel maintained that any building
with United States mailing facilities is by that fact a public building with right of entry to all. This
view ~was sustained by the court,
and the jury awarded the plaintiff
$9,900 damages. The moral seems
to be that if you ·have official mailing facilities ·in your building you·
had better see to it that stairways
and other equipment are in good
·o rder, not only for the use of your
tenants, but for that of others who
may wish to enter and ma.ii their
letters.

* * *

"There's just one rule about
drinking that you'll never grow
too old to obey. Never take a
drink when you feel that you
c,an't get along without one. You
must be the boss.''

* * *

A MAN WHOM I KNEW MANY
years ago and who lived to a
'
great age, drank liquor occasionally during the greater part ot. his
life, and occasionally went on a
''bender." As the yeara passed the
"benders" became more frequent,
and instead of an <?ccasional he became a regular drinker. One day,
when he had become an old man,
he was shocked to realize that he
craved a drink and must have It.
A habit had got hold of him and
was mastering him. Visualizing
what had become to him a powerful antagonist
he said ''Think
you're going to make me do aomething, do you? ,· J:?amn you, rn
show you who a running this
thing!" Altb.ough he lived for
many mor~ years he never took
another drmk. He was one of the
few who, in advancing years, are
able to conquer a confirmed habit.

*

* *

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER JR.
has bought for the New York
Metropolitan the chapter room of
the ancient French abbey of Pontaut, has had it taken apart and
the stones numbered and shipped
to New York, where it will be reerected on grounds belonging to
the museum. For some reason I
have never warmed up to the idea
of moving ancient buildings and
replanting them in new settings.
By careful arrangement something
of the 111usion of antiquity may be
created in the new home, but at
best it is only an illusion.
An
ancient building see~s . to belong
in the place where it was built.
Elsewhere it becomes little more
than a curiosity.

AN EASTERN PARAGRAPH-.
er, co:Mmenting on the new practice <>f putting up beer· in cans, and
of the probability of canning wine
in similar fashion, writes: "By
this time Mr. Chesterton may have
poured forth the vials of his pretended wrath on the barbarians
who would wbstitute a wine can
for the bottle around which so
many traditions and affections
cluster. Yet the olive is as historic
and as poetic as the wine, and olive
* * *
, oil comes in cans.
SOME YEARS AGO THERE
"Bottles need not be made of was a movement of considerable
glass or earthenware. A great proportions for the purchase and
many bottles were and still are, in removal to the United States of
the Mediterranean and Orient, the buildings of Sulgrave Manor,
made of animal skins. The old the ancestral home in England of
bottles in the Bible which failed the family of George Washington.
to stand up against the push of the Fortunately the movement subsidnew wine were probably such goat- ed a~d .ga.ve way to the better one
skin bottles. If they had been of of having the property acquired by
pottery it would have made no dif- a . society of Britain and American
ference whether they were new or admirers of Washington, and
old, provided they were not crack- maintained in its ~riginal setting
ed. · But a leathe:r bottle seamed as a permanent shrine. Brought
1
and fissured with long use might across the ocean the buitdings
well give way under the thrust of would have been utterly out of
a fierce young wine."
place. Where they stand they.,
*
with the whole landscape around
MARGARET CULKIN BAN- them, present the actual envlronni11g offers this bit ~f excellent ad- ment in which the forbeara of a
vice in l.!foCall's:
great American lived.

* *

7

THE WORD "SANCTION" HAS ment announcing the opening on
been giving many of us consider- the following day of a new furni ..
ture store by S. Panovitz.
able trouble. We know of many
* * *
cases in which the meaning of a
MR.
p AN OVITZ,
WHOSE
word, · as · com-. sons have now been associated
monly used, has with him for many years in " the
changed niateri- Panovitz Furniture company, had
a 11 y . in
the rented the old Minneapolis store,
course of gener- which occupied the site of the
ations. Occasion- present Red River Power build..
ally we find a ing, and was moving there from
word which is smaller quarters and opening with
used in a sense· a fine new stock. Later the comexactly opposite pany moved to its present quarters
to that associat- at the corner of Third and Kitted with it long son, and bought the building,
ago. We accept which had been erected by Judge
those changes as Corliss.
literary curiosi*· * SPACE IN
ties. But ·it is a
MUCH OF THE
Ii ttle confusing to the paper is devoted to the Devils
W. P .. Da.vie.s
have a familiar Lake Chautauqua, which during
word change front right while we that period attracted thousan~s of
are looking at it. This is what visitors every season. A special
puzzles us about the word "sanc- excursion to the lake was to go
tion."
over the Great Northern, fare
$1.
75 for the round trip. Inciden* * THE
*
UNTIL ABOUT
CLOSE tally the railways were publishing
of the World war that word had their train time cards in those
for most of us but one meaning. days, a practice which the public
It meant permission or approval found very convenient. Billy Benby one having authority. About nett's "Big Moral Show" was to
the close of the war diplomats be- hold forth in a tent at the corner
gan to speak freely of the appli- of Third and Griggs. We were
cation of sanctions in cases where rather particular about our morals
an agreement had been violated, then-or thought we were.
and since then the latter :r;neaning
* * OF
* PROFEShas attached more generally to the
IN THE LIST
word, until it is now used as the sional cards appear the names of
equivalent of penalty in the dis- men promjnent in the life of the
patches and headlines of every city at that time, of whom very
newspaper~ St:r;ictly speaking the few are now living, and only two
new meaning and the old are not named in the list are still in Grand
very .far apart. The dictionary de- Forks. These are Dr. J. E. Engfinitions indicate that in every use stad and Dr. H. G. Woutat. For
of the word there is implied the some reason not indicated in the
exercise of authority, and in the text the paper published portraits
sense in which the word is now of Mrs. Ada M. Kittredge and
used in the dispatches it is under- Miss Florence Bosard. Both were
stood that whenever penalties are prominent in musical circles. Miss
discussed, they are to be imposed, Bosard is now Mrs. F. W. Eldif at all, by authority of a com- redge of Los Angeles, where she
petent .body.
has held an important newspaper
position ~or years.
* *' *
WHILE THE HERALD HAS IN
*
its vaults a complete· file of its ieAT
THE
CHAUTAUQUA
sues, from the establishment of grounds on the excursion day the
the paper, June 26, 1879, down to Grand Forks baseball team was to
date, and these are always avail- participate in a series of games,
able for examination, 1t is always the names of the other teams not
·interesting to rm~ across an old being given. It was not in this
copy which has been preserved by series that' one of the most resome subscriber for years.
One markable games in baseball hissuch copy, dated June 30, 1901, was tory was played. That game was
received
few days ago by w. v. played several years earlier bePanovitz from a Neche frined, L. tween Grand Forks and ., Fargo
H. Misson. The occasion for send- teams and ran for 21 innings, with
ing it was evidently the fact that a score of no runs, no hits and no
the pape·r contains an advertise- errors.

*

* *

a

IN"Hyacinths are especially love-I
doors or outdoors is an art which ly indoors. They may be grown
is brought to perfection by only a on top of glasses filled With wafew persons, and quite often those ter, or in pots filled with earth,
who are most For growing them in water, the
successful in it so-called hyacinth glasses are the
are unable to tell most practical containers. Secure
just how it i~ the largest-sized bulbs, and start
done. Each of u about the end of October. Wash
has in mind, per- the glasses and fill with cleanhaps, some dear preferably rain-water. Add to
old lady back glass 2 or 3 small pieces of chareast whose gar- coal, and place coarse sand or pebden was always bles in the bottom for weight.
abloom in sum- Place the bulb, point side up, in
mer and whose the cup-shaped depression, and let
windows was al- the water level come just below
ways abloom in the base of the bulb; don't let the
winter with gar- water touch the bulb or it will rot.
g e o u s flowers Put the glasses in a moderately
which
bloomed warm room, or in a closet, for
w. P. Davies_ for her as they about ten days to start the roots.
would not bloom for anyone else. Then remove to a cool, dark cellar,
For her tender seedlings always or to a room where the temperatook root and grew when she ture will run between 40 degrees
transplanted them.
Under her and 50 degrees F.
care roses never blighted and asters never wilted. But the secret
"TO
ENCOURAGE
LONG
of her 1JUccess she was unable to spikes of bloom, cover each glass
communicate.
with a cone of dark brown paper
*
*
to exclude all light.
Examine
PART OF THE SECRET, OF weekly to see if water is needed,
course, lay in her love for the and when roots reach bottom of 1
plants which she tended. Water- glass, remove to a room where the '
Ing, pruning and fertilizing them temperature is 60 degrees to 65 dewas not with her a task to be per- grees F., and tear off the top of
formed, like carrying out ashes, the cone. When the spike is 4but a privilege to be enjoyed, like inches high, remove cone entirely.
bathing and dressing a baby grand- The foliage Will soon turn bright
child. Each plant, to her, was an green, and the glass may be placed
' individual · with character and per- in a sunny window. Start new
sonality, with desires to be met, bulbs at 10-day intervals to secure
, whims to be indulged or checked succession of bloom.
and peculiarities to be taken into
consideraiton. Her deft fingers
"TO GROW HYACINTHS IN
could move among roots and soil, pot large bulbs toward the
leaves and buds without bruising end of October.
them. A glance or a touch told
"Tulips may also be grown in
her when a plant needed water, soil, but the bulbs should be plantand how much. She knew little ed slightly deeper in the pots.
of what the books said about flow- • "Use large Paper White Narers, but experience had given her cissus bulbs; plant about Decemskill, and love had endowed her ber first.
with infinite patience. Therefore
"The pips of Lily of the Valley
her flowers grew and bloomed.
should be soaked in warm water
*
about 90 degrees F. for 12 hours
USUALLY
THERE
W A S before planting,
about one such person in a village,
"Freesia corms should be plantand the neighbors could never un- ed in November. Choose large t
derstand why it was that flowers corms, dry thoroughly, and plant
seemed always to do her bidding in a soil mixture of 1-3 each of s
while theirs were puny, unproduc- rich garden soil, clean sand and t
tive and intractable. While only peat or leaf mold."
a few have the qualities of those
•
* *
gentle old ladies, success with
I THINK I HAVE REMAltKflowers is not beyond the reach ed before on the manner in which
of others who have not her instinct, the coloring of hyacinth blossoms
but are willing to follow instruc- is fed up visibly through the stems.
tions and take pains. Just now Also, the hyacinth is more sensibulbs are being planted for win- tive to water than any other plant
ter blooming indoors, and for their that I know. Occasionally, when
. benefit I am passing along the fol- I have forgotten to water hyacinth
lowing hints which J. W. Johnson plants in full bloom until the stalks
gives in McCall's:
were hardly wilted, I have drench* * *
ed them with water and watched
"WHITE NARCISSUS
AND the stalks rise to erect positions
Lily of the Valley, Hyacinths, Tu- within a few minutes. .AJ collection
lips and Freesias call for more pa- of these and other / winter bulbs
tlence than house plants- but only provides a lot of satisfaction if
enough to make the game Inter-I they behave properly, which they
esting.
have not always done for me.

* * *

*

1

* * *

* *

ONE OF THESE DAYS EACH
of us may be required to call at
the police court, the office of the
county auditor or that of som,e
other: functiona r y, a n d h a v e
ourselves finger.
.
prmted. The idea
seems to be taking hold, if one
may judge by
the· letters pub·lished in opposition to it. As a
matter of fact,
h u n d r e d s of
thou sands of
American citizens
in good standing
b a v e already
W. P. Davies
b e e n fingerprinted, and most of them are enjoying good health, seem to ret in
the respect of their neighbors tnd
go about acting · much as lf no
such humiliating thing had happened to them. Prints are taken
of the fingers of soldiers and sailors, of many bank depositors, and
of employes of many industrial and
financial institutions, and they
seem to feel no sense of shame because of that fact.

antique show, and it must be
mighty interesting. One of the exhibit1;3 is an old-fashioned cookstove. To many of us a cookstove
would be no curiosity, but undoubtedly many persons will visit
that show who have never seen a
cookstove, old or new. They are
familiar with gas ranges, no doubt,
and electric stoves but the stove
which consumes w~od or coal and
from whose oven so many deiectable viands have emerged is a
stranger to them.
·'

*

* *

MENTIONED
AMONG THE
exhibits is something which is
somewhat inaccurately described
as an early attempt at motion pletures. Really the device was not
r~lated even .remotely to the motion picture, b~ing merely a series
of pictu:es, painted on a long canvas, which was wound off one roll .
onto another. The one exhibited
in New York has pictures 7 feet
high by about 5 feet wide. In our
part of the country those things
were . called panoramas and were
exhibited. at
country
school
hous?s, village halls and such commumty centers. The rolls were
place<i: far enough apart to expose
*
one picture at a titne, and when
THOSE WHO -HAVE INVEST!- that had been viewed and explaingated the subject scientifically say ed, the lecturer's assistant turned
that the finger-prints of no two a crank and exposed the next pie..
.
.
ture.
h uman b emgs are abke, and that
the design of one's prints never
* *
changes from infancy to old age.
THE CANVAS SHOWN IN
By means of a system too intricate New York contains 26 paintings
for the layman to understand purporting to illustrate scenes in
prints are classified in such a man- the lndian massacre in Minnesota
ner that if it is on file, one of a in 1862, and according to the degiven pattern can be found readily scrlption given the artist left out
in a ·c ollection of millions. Because little that would be calculated to
of the use which had been made shock and thrill. Sometimes we
of such prints . in tracking down wonder at the lurid character of
criminals, the lawless often take some modern pictures, but it may
pains to leave no prints, wearing be recalled that in its youth the
gloves while about tneir nefarious older generation demanded, and
work, or wiping carefully all ob- got its thrillers. Indian massacres
jects touched.
were illustrated with all their gory
*
*
details, and crowds gazed enIN MARK TWAIN'S DAY THE tranced at waxwork reproductions
qualities of finger-prints were just so it was allgeed, of the horrors of
beginning to be understood, and in the Inquisition. There we saw in
one of that author's books, ''Pudd- all their fearsomeness, such 'in'nhea~ Wilson," the plot hangs on struments of torture as thumbthe individuality and unchange- $Crews and iron boots in to which
ableness of finger-prints. An ex- wedges were driven alongside the
cellant play was made from the quivering human flesh, and we
book, and it appeared in Grand gazed with fascinatfon at twisted
Forks many years ago with Frank . and blending limbs and faces disMayo in the lead part.
tarted in agony. For · ten cents
* *
one could have a whole evening's
NEW YORK IS HAVING AN enjoyment of that sort.

* *

*

*

*

ANY ONE WHO HAS MAIN- manner with iron rings instead of
tained a proper interest in athl.e- horseshoes. In places ·where I hap·, tics knows the batting average of pened to be some fifty ·y ears ago
each of the prominent baseball skillfull pitchers disdained the use
players of the of horseshoes as suitable only for
season, the pitch- yokels, and pitched quoits instead,
ing r e c o r d of that game being considered much
e a ch fa mo u s more classy. The quoit is a ring,
t w i r I e r, _ could flat on one side and convex on the
name the heavy, other, about the weight of a fairlight, welter and ly heavy horseshoe. It seems not
middleweight fis- to be related to the horseshoe, bu.t
tic ch am pions, to have been derived from the Roand could des- man discus. Shakespeare knew of
cribe accurately it and so did Dryden, but in late
the course of the years I have mentioned it to horseball in each of shoe pitchers who never heard of
important foot-' it.
ball games. But
* * *
who knows anyONE OF THE EDITORS OF
thing about the the Oxford dictionary has traced
W. P. Davies
horseshoe - pitch- the word "blizzard'' to Colonel
ing champion? This artist is Ted Davey Crockett, who used the
Allen, 27 years old, and a resident word, however, in a sense quite difof Alhambra, California, and in the ·ferent from which now attaches to
manipulation of horseshoes his it. The famous colonel wrote "I
skill · is said to resemble a combi- gave the fellow a blizzard," meannation of the sure eye of William ing that he had given a sharp
Tell with the deftness of touch of retort. The first use of the word
the circus knife-thrower. In an to describe a heavy snowstorm
exhibition in New York, pitching ·was found in an Iowa newspaper
80 feet instead of the · regulation dated 1872.
'
40 on account of the lowness of
*
the ceiling, he snapped a paper A NEW YORK TIMES PARAbag off a man's head with a shoe grapher comments on the fact that
and hung both over the stake, two of our famous actors were of
and struck a cigar from the mouth Quaker ancestry. Francis Wilson
of another man. The latter feat was the son of devout Quaker parrequired several trials as the sub- ents in Philadelphia, and De Wolf
ject couldn't refrain from dodging Hopper had a Quaker grandfather.
when he saw the shoe coming, but His father, John, became a great
on the last attempt Allen made admirer of Laura Kean, and w;hen
allowance for the dodge and his father asked him sternly if
caught the cigar. What if the man he had been to see the actress
hadn't dodged that time? Allen's John replied "Yes, father, ninetyfather was at one time Canadian four times."
champion, and Ted has been a pro*
fessional since he was 14.
TliERE SEEMS TO •BE NO
special reason for associating the
SE VE RA L M E TH OD S OF Society of Friends with the stage,
handliing the shoe have been des- but one may wonder if th~ severe
cribed in recent articles on the repression to which Quaker youth
subject, each ~layer holding the were subjected may not have had
shoe in the position which he pre- something to 'do with the revolt
fers and givin~ it the amount of which led them to the stage.
turn required to land it open end
down.· Allen holds the shoe with
* * *
the open end to his. left and gives
IN AN O L D B O O K, NOW
it a one-and-a,,-quarter turn. I sup- practically forgotten, "John Halipose men and boys have played fax, Gentleman,'' the author, Miss
this 'game ever since ·horses wore Mulock, has one ·of her characters,
shoes. It just grew :paturally out the young . son of . a stern and un- ·
of having old shoes · lying around compromising Quaker · father, play
the barnyard and . having a little truant to see the famous actor
spare time. · For a time it seemed Kemble· in "Macbeth." That exlikely that its. place as a regular perience got the boy · into trouble
game would be taken by quoits, a at home, but it remained a delight
game played in exactly the same to him during the rest of his life.

* *

* *

* * *

that is quite all right," was the
replf." We use either. 'Doctor' or
'Professor,' but none of our people
would think of calling him 'Mister.' We make a distinction there."

DR. RICHARD BECK; PROfessor of Scandinavian languages
at the University of North Dakota,
read with interest the Herald editorial of a few
. . . ·=·=·
days ago entitle

• :!~~~x£!~~~v~
.... · :·;.,..·

was made of the
remarkable
achievements of
Dr. Ge or g e
Washington Carver, negro educator and scientist
of Tuskegee Institute, for he has
been acquainted
with Dr. Carver
for many years
W.P. Davies
and is in frequent correspondence with him.
Several years ago Dr. Beck booked
Dr. Carver for a course of lectures
at Cornell, and he says that the
colored scientist made a profound
iir).pression at that seat of learning. ,

* *IS *DESCRIBED
DR. CARVER
as a man of culture, of quiet man~er and exceedingly modest demeanor. His color, which is very
dark, has su~ected him to many
experiences which others would
have found humlllating, but he accepts with quiet good humor. On
one occasion in the south while
on his way to fill a lecture engagement he had as a tr1tveling companion an eminent scientist who
was to lecture before the same
gathering.
The white scientist
spent the night In a comfortable
berth, but Dr. Carver had to ·alt up
in the day coach. Next day the
two men sat on the same platform
and spoke to the same group of
scientific men, apparently to the
satisfaction of everyone.

*

*

THE COLOR LINE* IS DRAWN
In some interesting and peculiar
ways. While Booker T. Washington was president of Tuskegee Institute, a northern· man visited a
friend ln Tuskegee who was one
of the prominent citizens of· the
place. As the two ·friends were
walking one day they met the hea4
.of Tuskegee, and the southern
resident greeted· him corqially with
· "Good morning, Doctor Washing."
· ton. His friend asked as to the attitude of the people of the community toward the colored leader1 and
was told that Booker T. Washington was held in the highest esteem by the entire community, and
that the work which he was doing
was considered of incaluqulable
value. "I was a littt, surprised,"
said the northern man, "to hear
you address him as 'Doctor.' " "Oh,

* *WHEN
* THE FAYEARS AGO,
mous Jubilee Singe.rs of Fis;lt u~i~
versity returned from a toµr · of
Great Britain, during whic~ , th_ey
had sung before Queen ~Vlcto~a
and other eminent persons, they
were booked for a . concert in ~ol"onto. Everyone wanted to hear
them, but hotel after hotel refused
to receive them as guests. When
matters had reached a point where
it seemed that the singers· might
have to sleep in a tent, S. H. B~ake,
a prominent Toro:pto lawyer, _and
brother of Edward Blake, . leader
of the liberal party in parliament,
invited tlieni '
his - own ~homeas
his personal guests.

to

1

* *
A BLACK* YEARLING
BULL
quietly swimming in the East river, just off 34th street, New York
City, created as much excitement
as a veritable sea-serpent would
have done. In response to an
alarm a police patrol boat was
sent in pursuit, _\ and for an hour.
and a half the young bull dodged
the patrol boat, ferries and all other ·sorts of shipping, while the law,
in the person of several policemen,
was casting ropes at him.
The
reader may believe it or not, just
as . be pleases, but the patrolmen
say that whenever the pursuit became too close, the bull submerged
and remained out of sight until
the .trail was lost for the moment.
Down near the end of the island
the ·beast was lassoed and brought
ashore. The guess is that he had
jumped from a cattle boat, on Its
, way to the stockyards. .. Some
queer things happen . in and arou~d
New York.

*

* OF* THE ITALTHE REFUSAL
ian minister to Ethi6pia to leave
Addis Ababa when told by the emperor that he was no longer welcome presents & rather new feature in international relations.
Heretofore, even in profound
peace, when the most amicable relations prevail, the foreign representative a£ a capital has been considered to occupy the status of a
guest, to come only of welcome
and to remain: only so long as his
presence is desired by the host. In
this case the guest insists on remaining, even after the host ha-s
threatened to kick him out. What
would have been the re~ction in
Washington If Ambassador Bernstorff had refused to leave when
he was given his P-a&SP-orts just

prior to our entrance into the
World war?
And what would
· President Cleveland have done if
Ambassador Sackv111e-West had
refused to leave when notified that
his presence was no longer desired.

.

*

* *

THAT SACKVILLE-WES'f INcident, now almost forgotten, was
interesting.
During Cleveland's
first term a man in Californla,
representing himself to ·b e of English birth, but a naturalized American, wrote the British ambassador,
Sackville-West,
expressed
the desire to vote in the manner
best calculated to serve British interests, and asking the ambassador's advic~ on the subject. · The
ambassador, really an able . and
conscious man, was naive enough
to reply that in his opinion a
Democratic administration might
be expected, on the whole, to be
more friendly to Britain than 8:
Republican ,administration, ~d his
advice was to vote the ·Democratic
ticket. The immediate _publicatioJ;J. .of that correspondence. created a furore, a7:1d ·Cleveland promptly handed the alllbassador·_hts~papers for pr~s._t.tming to meddle in
American · polfttcat affairs.

'* * CORRESPOND*
THE . SAME
ent ~&id sent identical letters to
several other foreign representatives, but Sackvllle-West was the
· only one innocent enough to bite.
In reply to a similar letter the
Canadian premier replied tnat he
had no advice to give in a matter
which related solely to the corr
spondent' s sense of duty to the
country of his adoption• .
1

VERY MANY OF THE READers of this columll: are interested
in ever-Ytbing pei-taining to old
school reade:rs. Often I have been
~sked concerning
a bit of verse ·
from an old reader "Of which the
inquirer can recall bqt a line or
two, and many
requests
have
made
for
the
publica t i o n of
passages I o n g
treasured but
now almost for~
gotten. Whenever 'such selections have been
published expresW. P. Davies
sions of .gratification have come .from many readers, for there were thus brought
back to them the experiences and
associations of their own schoo
days.

* • *

READERS OF THIS COLUMN
are by no means peculiar in this,
and there is affection for the old
school books in other hearts than
theirs. A correspondent of the
Minneapolis Journal in
goin
through a lot of old books discov
ered an ancient Fourth reader t
which be refers affectionately, an
from which he quotes bits tha
are f&D;lfJliar to millions who once
were school children. The corre
spondent notes and quotes from
"~he Spider and the Fly," with
whieh many of the .oldsters are familiar, although the version given
was not included in my own school
text. Stanzas from ''The Lady of
the Lake," are given, and the correspondent tells of his anxiety
when reading the piece that the
, stag which had drunk its fill at
eve should hurry and escape from
the hunters. Reference is made to
a dozen familiar reading lessons,
and the letter is like a breeze
bringing with ft the fragrance of
distil.tit flo-wvers.

* *

*

OUR OLD FRIEND, J. F. T.
O'Connor, comptroller of the currency, was the principal speaker
at a luncheon attended by 150
n.emocrats In Los Angeles the . other day i!Xlmediately fallowing the
visit of President Roosevelt to Los
Angeles. Mr. O'Connor told of the
?eep impressio~ made on the president by the magnificent reception
given hi:m. by the California citiens, and discussed briefly the deposit insurance law which he described as one of the most bitterly
opposed and mis11nd:erstood meas

ures enacted during this adminis
tration. He was confident, how
ever, . t~at experience with the la
has been such that the countr
would. never consent to .its repeal -

* * *

A YOUNG MAN ·IN NEW ~O

advertised that for one dollar · he
would give advice on how _to mak
money. H~· received· thousa_nds o
. replies, . each. containing a __ ~ollar
To each-correspondent he presented his plan, which was the very
refinement of simplicity. The applicant was advised to copy names
· and addresses from his local telephone directory and sell them to
local merchants as customers' lists.
For some reason the idea did not
ap.p eal to the postoff ice department, and the originator of the
plan was arrested. He had been
receiving replies at the rate of 300
to 500 a day, and two stenographers and an office boy were
kept busy taking care of the . correspondence.
1

* * *

IN "WINTERSET" MAXWELL
Anderson, amous playwright and
University f North Dakota graduate, has written a modern tragedy in blank verse which Brooks
Atkinson, in the New York Times,
says has "the angry beauty of a
genuine creation,'' closing liis review with the statement that the
.play "has helped to set the die for
the future of our stage."

*IS BEING
"WINTERSET"
published in book form, and the
Times last week published entire
the foreword in which the author
sets forth his reasons for attempting a modern theme in verse. In
this foreword Anderson says that
unlike the worket in other literary
fields the playwright must produce a work which finds an audience at once or there will be no
chance of its finding one later.
The playwright, he says, "must
pluck from the air about him a
fable which will be of immediate interest to his time and hour,
and relate it in a fashion acceptable to his neighbors." He must ex, ercise a certain cleverness in striking a compromise between the
world about him and the· world
within him. This compromise is
made by different writers in different ways, depending on the rela..
tive emphasis which each places
on his fame and his job. Confessing that' he may have made the
mistake of thinking that the public is ready for a theme only becauaie he wishes to treat it, Anderson writes:
* * --- -----------....-~,;,,, ..

* *

-..

·

".r

"I HAVE A S'l'RONG AND
clironic hope that the theater of
this country will otµ3ro~ the
phase of journalistic social comment and reach -occasionally into
·the upper. .air of·. poetic tragedy. I
believe with' Goethe _that 4~amatlc
poetry is · man~s greatest -achievement on hi~· earth so fax, and I b~
lieve with the early." Berna.~d $ha:~
that the theater ·is essentially§~
thedral of .the spirit, devoted
the
exaltation of men . and boasting. an
apostolic succession of . inspired·
high priests which extends further
into' the , past than th~ Christian
line founded by St. Peter. It . bas
been, even at its best, a d~mocratic
temple decorated with mc,re gar~
goyles glian saints, generous~ op.en to wits, clowns, excoriating 1iatf;;.
rists, false prophets and crowds of
money· changers with a heavy in
vestment In the mysteries."

THE OX TEAM IS COMMONiy regarded as , . thing of the past,
but down In Minnesota
Is a man
-f
Who does his
l'Wlng and other

lteld work with
o x e n, although
he goes to town
in a flivver, He .
has decided that

for him the ·ox is
the most economical power plant.
For plowing and
other such work
he drives four

oxen abreast and
" whlle the anim a 1 a cannot
move as fast as

horses or cover
as much ground

in a day, they
have certain advantages. In a very
literal way the ox will live off the
country. Maintenance of a team of
horses entails less cash expenditure the.µ is necessary for a tractor, for ood for the horses may be
grown 011 the farm, while fuel for
the tractor must be bought with
money. ut if the borse is to
heavy work and· much of It he
must have grain, and a consider-able acreage must be devoted to
the growing of grain for horses if
horses are to be used. The ox wlll
eat grain. but if hls working hours
are adjusted properly he will
thrive during the summer on
grass alone, and he will harvest
the s~as• for hlmti:1elf after and between working hours.

do

•

*

*

ARTICLE ABOUT THE
Minne
fvmer who uses oxen
reference
de to the shoeing of
ox~, whiob necessary 1f the animal9 are
d on the roads, but
not needed
they are used only
for field work. Because the ox
hu a cloven hoof he must have
two o ln1tead of one on each
foot, and the hoeing of an oz re..
quires difterent technique from
tb ahoetnr of a hor1e. Moat horses

will 1tan4 on three feet while the
fourth ls being shod, but few oxen
l do •o. Hence the old black' smith 1hop wu usually · equipped
· with a heavy timber fram within
which an ox was suspended by
mean1 of straps · while he was being ·1hod. I . suppose there are not
many auoh frames left.

• * *

1

NOT A FEW OF THE EARLY
settlers on the prairie came west
behind ox. teams. They moved alowIy and made :frequent stops to permit the animals to graze, but the
oxen were usually patle~t and dependable. When the homestead was
reached the oxen were hitched to
the plow to break . and backset the

I tough eod, and for several years
l only animals of their kind were to
be found on some of the farms.
Their ~others provided milk for
' growing · children, and the young
anlt:pats· were ready for work at
two years : of age, often being sed
. earlier. When their capacity for
work was about over they could
be fed for . slaughter, and contrary

to what many persona believe an
old ox, prop·e rly fatted, yields tender and juicy beef... Thus the ox
wa1 useful to his owner in about
as many ways as the buffalo was
useful to the Indian.

* * *

ANOTHER ANCIENT UTILITY
which 11 being revived in many
sections 11 the windmill. Wind was
one of the earliest sources of mechanical power used by man, and
there are in existence windmllls
which were usld for the grinding
of grain or pumping .of water cen..
turies ago. In this country the ~se
of windmills except tor pumping
:e11 tnto disuse, and even for pump..
ing the gasoline motor has often
been used instead, ae It ls depe~d- ·
able in operation and requires little ln the way of installation. But
her• and there one sees now the
windmill with vanes of the airplane type, neither .1rlnding nor
pumping directly, but operating an
electric generator which provides
electric current which can be put
to use by the pressing of a button.

*

* PRESERV..
IN ENGLAND *THE
ation of windmills continues to_e:c,
gage the attention of the special
section, appointed for that purpose, of the society for the Protection of Ancient Bulldings. ce:rtificates are now awarded to millera ·and others who show zeal in
the maintenance · of windmllls.
All appeal has been iasued to
wlndm11l-lover1 by the society, embe shed by reproductions of old
en avlnga and with letterpress by
E. v. Lucas, who quote• an old
rhyme, possibly by the miller himself, which was · found nailed to a
post-mill )>y the SuBSex antiquary,
Kare Antony Lower:
* * IS* A COURIS
THE WINDMILL
thing

-

Oompletely bullt by art of man,
To grind tpe corn for man and
beast
That they alike may have a feast.

The

mm 1he ls bullt of wood,

lron,

and stone,
The ref ore ahe cannot go aloan;
Therefore, to make the mlll to go,
The wind from some part ehe must
blow.

The motlaon of the mill l
wilt,
The miller must be very thrift,
To jump about and get things
ready;
Or else the mm wlll •oon run
empty.,

* CONCLUDES
* *
MR. LUCAS
. BY
recall1:ng how Lout1 of France· uk..
ed the Due de Vivonne if he re..
membered the windmill that used
to ' artand in the park of Versallle1.
The' Duo replied, "Yes, Sire. The
mill has gone put the wind ts still
there."
,:
"A~d in too many places In England," says Mr. Lucas, ''the mllla
h-ve gone but the wind ia 1tlll
there. Is· it not desirable that thOB.e
m11I1 that remain sl}.$uld b• maintained, if· only to qomplete the· land~ e and delight the eye?'; . ,

PERSONS WHO LIVE NEAR he was out of powder.
Perhaps
army posts where the morning sun Washington had that incident in
has been greeted with a reverbe;i;.- . mind in promulgating the recent
ating salute and the evening sun order.
·
bidden ·g o o d
,
. .* * *
. night in the same
EDDIE .RICKENBACKER, DImanner are be- rector of the Will Rogers Memorial
ing deprived of comimss1on, announces that' a
at least· a .part,. of country-wide subscription of funds
the thrill · which for the, Will Rogers memorial will
has accompanied begin on November 4, the fiftysuch demonstrat- sixth anniversary of the humortions.
The big ist' s birth, the lists to remain open
noise which they until November 27. There is no
once heard h a s community in the country from
been reduced to which subscriptions to this fund
a little pop. The may not be expected, for there is
reason
is that no community in the country
some
authority where Rogers was not known and
in
Washington loved. Also, there will be unanihas decreed that mous approval of the sentiments
W· P. Davies
the charge of expressed by Rickenbacker in this
powder in blank shells used for sa- statement:
luting shall be reduced from a full
*
pound to a measly six ounces, and
"NATURALLY, A DECISION
it is clear that nobody can make as to what form the memorial shall
a worthwhile noise with only six take will be indicated by the total
ounces of powder.
·
number of subscriptions. But one
*
thing is certain. · The commission
THIS CHANGE HAS BEEN will sponsor no cold shaft of
made in the interest of economy. marble for this warm, friendly
Powder costs money, and if ten man. Rather ' there will be living,
ounces of powder can be saved on continuing memorials projected to
each salute the total quantity of honor the charitable, educational
powder thus saved in the course of and humanitarian traits which
a. year would be sufficient to kill were so beloved in Will Rogers,
several men, provided the guns are the living man.
properly aimed. The new rule con"Millions, it is · anticipated, will
tains an exception relating to sa- voice their appreciation of Will
lutes to foreign men-of-war. Those Rogers in a contribution; millions
foreigners are not to be permit- who have laughed and cried with
ted to get the idea that we are run- Rogers in his expressed underning short of powder, and on their standing of mankind."
arrival at coast cities they will be
:.<
* :.:
greeted, as of yore, with a full oneKUDA BUX, THE YOUNG HINpound bang.
du who astonished and . puzzled. a
* * *
group of British scientists a few
IN
T HI S
CONNECTION weeks ago by ,walking barefoot and
there will be recalled the incident unharmed over a bew of glowing
at the outset of the Spanish-Amer- coals at a temperature of 800 deican war when . an American war grees, has been adding to the puzvessel approached the then Span- zlement of the high-brows by ridish island of Guam. · The captain ing, blindfolded, a bicycle in and
and his guns aimed at the fort on out through the crowded traffic of
the island and began to shoot. The London's streets. That seems to be
Spanish governor, in the absence a variation, with complications, of
of cable communication, did not the old stunt performed by several
know that a war was on.
The "magicians" in Grand Forks and
American marksmanship could not elsewhere of the blindfold driving
have been first class because the of a carriage and spiritea team of
· governor seems not to have no- horses over a pre-arranged route
ticed any ehot falling around him, through the city. That stunt aland he supposed that he was being ways mystified me, but it has been
saluted. He signaled in recogni- performed thousands of times, and
tion of the salute and apologized I have seen it don several times in
for not being able to return it as Grand F.o rks.

* *

* *

IN A SMALL TOWN WHEN different tones of marble, I acone needs a road map he mereley. costed a guard and inquire(J for
·
the Shell comP.any.
,
··
steps around the next corner, or ·,,. "The Shell company ia on the
perhaps the second corner, and thirty...seventh floor," he -replied.
gets one. There Elevator right over there.''
are filling staI was hoisted · to the thirty-sevtions,
garages, &nth floor without visible effort
hotels and cham- on the part of _anyone and found
bers
of
com- myself in· an a.trnosphere of quiet
merce where sup- dignity such as one seldom finds ·
plies of maps are in a garage or a filling station.
kept on hand all Stepping into an office whose ·door
the time. In the was open I was greeted courteousbig city it is dif- ly by a brunette young lady whose
ferent. In New coloring
harmonized
perfectly
York last sum- with the other decorations, and
mer I wanted a who _inquired if I wished to see
P e n n s y 1 v a- someone. I replied modestly that
nia road map, I was looking for the Shell comand; quite nat- pany's offices.
urally, my first
* * *
W. P. J)avles
approach was to
''THESE ARE THE SHELL
the hotel . desk where I inquired company's offices/' she replied,
for one. The clerk was courteous with a slight wave of her hand to
and accommodating. He searched include all the surrounding seenin a drawer without result and ery.
. then · said: "I'm sorry but we
"I was directed here to get a
haven't one left. · We keep them us-. road map," I said, feeling abashed
ually, but they seem to be all at preferring such a trivial request
gone."
abtid such magnificence.
* *
"The road maps are on the thirI ASKED WHERE WOULD BE ty..eighth floor,'' she said.
the nearest place where I might
The elevator wafted me to the
get one. He considered a mom.ant thirty-eighth floor, where I found
and said: "Let's see. They should more magnificence and another
have them at the garage at-.No. brunette. That young lady directThe best place for you t()) get one ed me to the map department,
is at the Shell company. The ad- which was only a :few doors down
dress is !50 · Forty-seventh street. (I the corridor, and there
request
think that was the number.) And received prompt attention.
if you don't mind, will you ask
The Shell company, I found, octhem to send us some as we are cupies two entire floors of the
quite out.'building, and I had been looking
* *
for it in one of those dinky little
I WALKED OVER TOWARD stores facing the walk on the
the address given, which waa only ground floor. I got my road map,
a few blocks away. When I reach.. p,nd I have it yet. It didn't coet
ed the vicinity I found that the me a cent,. but I suppose that the
block was occupied by the mam- overhead which it represents to the
moth buildings of Radio City, Shell company must amount to
with many small stores on the several thousand dollars.
ground floor facing the sidewalk,
*
I expected to fina my map in one
THIS 'Y EAR, IN CO-OPERAof those little stores. I checked tion with the countrY's two great
the numbers through the 60's and railway systems, the Canadian
50's-52, 51, then 49, 48 and so on. government is conducting its third
I checked .back as I . had evidently annual maple leaf contest. The
missed something. I checked two maple leaf, as most people know,
or three times without finding No. ts Canada.'s emblme, and in its
lSO, ·and then I asked a passing cop variegated colors it is emblazoned
where No. ISO was. He pointed to on the Canadian coat of tlrrns. In
1 the main entrance of the immense the contest prizes are awarded for
1 pile.
I hadn't thought of that. leaves with the most beautiful col·
' Evidently the Shell' company was oring and for the largest leaves.
inside.
Entries may be sent in not only
* *
by Canadians, but by vilfitors In
INSIDE
THE
PALATIAL Canada, but all leaves must be
structure, with corridors done in gathered tn Canada.

*

my

*

* *

*
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MRS. MABEL WALKER WlL- Lockport, N. Y., about • seventy
lebrant, who became widely known years ago. Their name was Bushin connection with prohibition en- nell. No paper, so far as I know,·
forcement has a fine garden, and has printed this news except The
'
loves it. But she Lockport Union Sun and Journal.
is a busy woman, I believe they found a record of it
and she has not in their files.
time, or think~
"My father, G. Fred Singleton, 68
she has not, to years old, is an old business man
enjoy her garden of Lockport. He played with these
in the daytime. children, so they would be about
T h e r e f ore she his age. They were perfect chilhas selected as dren with the exception of one boy,
flowering plants who was sloightly lame."
those :with mas*
*
ses of w h it e
IT HAS BEEN ·ASSERTED
bloom so that that in order to read The Times
she can enjoy of London with profit the reader
the beauty of the must be equipped with a vocabuplace by moon- lary of 50,000 words and advocates
light, or even by of artificial 1inguages as universal
W. P. Davies
starlight. That is are proving that every thought
quite understandable. But some necessary to transmit is embracimpetus is being given to another ed by a vocabulary of from 800 to
idea, that of illuminating gardens 1,000 words.
electrically. The idea has been exi<
panded so as to include not only
DR. C. K. OGDEN, TELLS THE
straight illumination, but the use readers of The Times what Japan
of colored lights, artificial lily and China are doing to make Engpads, luminous bird-baths and a lish universal: They have compilvariety of other devices intended ed dictionaries of "all necessary" ·
to give color as well as light.
words. The Japanese books con*
tains a few over 900, the Chinese
I HAVE NEVER SEEN THIS exactly 850.
tried, but juet from reading about
*
it I prefer Mrs. Willebrant's plan
"THINK OF IT," SAID THE
of selecting flowers that c~ be dean of the Orthological Institute
' seen at night, and letting nature of London, "only 850 words from
do the rest; Colored illumination the 800,000 in the New Oxford!"
has its place, but, as I see it, not He halved the vocabulary said to
in a garden. As a matter of fact, be necessary for the genuine pera garden seen by moonlight has a usal of The Times and then talked
rare and Il\YSterious beauty to about other vast vocabularies.
which no artificial lighting can contribute anything. On a still night
WIN ST ON CHURCHILL, HE
one· feels like holding his breath said, has probably the largest vowhile fairies emerge from the cabulary of any living British
dense shadows cast by trees and statesman, estimating his working
shrubs to dance in the moonbeams vocabulary at 25,000 to 30,000 words
: on the soft green grass. I can't and his potential vocabulary at
• imagine an artificial lily pad, or 50,000 to 60,000 words.
an artificial anything, being intro*
duced into such a scene.
THE FIGURE OF 50,000 HE
*
also gives to the most skilled pracEVERYONE KNOWS ABOUT ticing lawyers accustomed to studythe Dionne quintuplets.
Since ing briefs on specialized subjects
their arrival there have been many and talking fluently about them.
stories of other multiple births in
* * *
which the five or more children
THE LA R GE S T V O CAB Uborn at one time lived in good laries of all, ranging from 60,000
health for years. .Not long since to 80,000 words, are, according to
there was published in this column Mr. Ogden, possessed by highly
the statement of a Ekranian educated scientists engaged in
couple who said that in their home those branches of science relating
country seven sisters · had been to engineering. The scope of a sciborn at one time and had lived entist's vocabulary, he points out,
to maturity. Most of these stories is indicated by the fact that in the
la.ck official verification.
classification of ants- one branch
only of entomology-there are
AN EASTERN LADY, MRS. 16,000 different terms.
Leon S. Minchler, of Cacenovia,
N. Y., writes in an eastern paper
DISCUSSING THE OTHER
as follows concerning the birth of end of the scale, Mr. Ogden said
i,extuplets:
that he would put the vocabulary
"The birth of the Dionne quin- of ·a. teashop waitress at 7,000 to
tuplets is, of · course, of interest 8,000 words, although she would
to every one. Many people might sometimes atartle one by using
also be interested to know that six words belonging to 20,000-word vocbildren were born at one birth in cabularies.

*

* *

*

*

* *
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* * *

* *

* *

*

* *

* * *

I ENJOYED A VISIT-MUCH
too brief-with an old friend and
shipmate, F, W. Eldridge, of Loa
Angeles. It is almost a dozen
years now since
Eldridge and I
trod the same
deck and breasted
the
briny
waves , together,
but the recollection of that experience is still
as fresh as if lt
had been only
yesterday, a n d
friendships were
formed t h e n
which wm . en~
dure until anchors
w, p. Davies are dropped at
the end of this
present voyage. For many years
Mr. Eldridge - has alternated between being managing editor of
the Los Angeles Examiner and filling other important positions in
the Hearst organiz~tion. One of
the members of the Examiner
staff is Florence Bosa.rd Lawrence,
a former Grand Forks girl, who
was married to Mr. Eldridge a
year or two · a.go. Mr. and Mrs.
Eldri~ge and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
.Jackson (the latter was formerly
Sarah Bosard) have been spending
a few days here and at Minot visit..
Ing relatives, and Mr. Eldridge and
I revived a whole lot of memories
in about fifteen minutes.

* *AND* I WERE
ELDRIDGE
fellow guests on the battleship
California on a fleet cruise in 1924,
a cruise on which I have rung the
changes until I may have wearied
my friends, but which remains to
me an ever fresh and blissful :memory. And I am not alone in feeling
that way, for we had scarcely met
the other day until my friend Eldridge exclaimed ••what a. trip _that
Wa.B ! there never was anything
like it, and there never will be
again! Not all the money of all
the Rockefellers could buy a trip
like that!''

*

*

whose harbor pirate ships -~et forth
on their desperate errands; the
sugar plantations· of St. Croix, and
the rolling .w aves of the broad Atlantic.

* * *

THERE WERE RECALLED
.also the friendships made on. shlpboard, the pleaa:,ant evenings spent
a,t the admiral's dinner table,
where Admiral Robison was the
genial host, the courteous gentleman and the prince of good f ellows. ·There were recalled the
names of one after another of the
fleet staff and of the ship's offf...
cers, traveled, cultured men, maintaining in every wa,y the traditions
and dignity of their splendid 1erv..
ice.

* * *

MR. ELDRIDGE WAS AND IS
an enthuaiastio Californian.
His
shipmates exercised all the ingen•
ulty of which they were capable to
find something which he would ad9!
mlt wu bigger and better than
anything of the sort in Los Angeles, but they never succeeded. It
was reported that he boast~d that
in Los Anegles they had more murders per thousand population than
any other .oity In the world.

*

* *
BEING FAMILIAR
W I T H
earthquakes, he .was interested in
the aha.king up that was given
Montana and other
mountain
states the other day. He <,onfesses that he is not fond of earth..
quake1, however. The little quivver, he doesn't mind, b'µt he
doesn't like the rolling and plung...
Ing aensatlon that 11 sometimes
felt. He tells of one occa.1ion
when there came a 1ucce11lon of
heavy thude, as of someone poqpding the earth with a plledrlvar.
Then the crockery began to fall
and there waa a 1ound of grinding
and tearing tlmber1. Outdoors was
evidently the place to be, and out...
door• everybody went. Mrs. Eld..
ridge had been In the kitchen doIng something with a pan of hot
gr~ase. She went out quickly, car•
rying the pan with her very carefully. When someone uked her
afterward why of all things she
carried out that pan of grease, aha
replied that she thought if the
hom,e collapsed that greaae would
make an awful stain on the kltch..
en floor!

*
HIS VISIT RECALLED
THE
. 10ft breezes of the Caribbean; the
citrus groves of Porto Rico; the
. rigged· mountains of Hatti and the
throbbing of the drums on the
water front at · Port au Prince; the
, quaint old buildings of Santa Do...
* WAS* FINE TO
mingo, some of which have weath..
WELL~
IT
: ed the storms and revolutions of meet him again, and I agree with
three or four cen turles; the hill- him that there never was another
side town of St. Thomas, from trip like t~at.

*

--~-~~---- - - - - - --- ·---~~--·

EDITOR NUGENT COMments in the Valley City Times
Record on those letters sent out by
· the president to ministers, asking
for comment on
administration policies and
suggestions as to
methods to be
followed in the
future. 0 t h e r
editors' have commented on the
same subject, but
Mr. Nugent occupies a specially
favorable position
for
estimating
the effect of the
letters on clerical
m i n d s because
before his elevation to the position of editor of a
daily paper he served for many
years as a minister of the gospel.
As to the report that 95 per cent of
the ministers replying to the president's letter expressed approval of
the president's policies, Mr. Nugent
thinks this quite likely, as those
who responded immediately would
be those who were under the hypnotic influence of the president,
and approval from them might be
I expected. Continuing, he writes:

* *

*
"WE HAVE HAPPENED
TO
be in several gatherings of clergymen where this matter was under
discussion and so far we have not
. heard a single one who said he
was going to write an answer or
who would admit he had written.
In every case the objection has
been that the letter was a purely
political move, not at all designed
to be used as an · honest reflection
of public opinion; and whatever
the nature of the replies might be,
those which did not approve the
policies would be put in the presidential waste basket and never referred to again. The publicity
would be given simply to the approving letters, in the opinion of
all we have heard say anything
about it.

* *

*
"THE SAME ALLEGED
IN·
side report, above referred to, says
that while the letter sent out was
addressed presumably only to lead- ·
ing clergymen it now appears that
nearly every minister received one,
and in many cases the letter was
sent to men not ordained but simply liceneed to preach on Sunday.
This ls unimportant except as it
points to the quality of double
dealing on the part of the sender,
and indicates a desire to get back
aa many approving replies as possible,

I• ture"PERHAPS
THE .REAL NAof the reception of the letter
11 shown by the results where
ministers have been gathered in as,semblles arid have taken action as
groups .by passing resolutions. The
tone of these resolutions has generally been quite sharply in opposition to the debated policies. Mr.
Roosevelt is slipping badly and
nobody knows this fact more than
do the clergymen who are in position to hear the increasing mutterings of disgust over the mess
we are in.

* * *

"TWO AND A HALF YEARS
ago we attended a gathering of
·250 clergymen, and the prevailing
feeling in the group was of unbounded faith in Roosevelt. Those
who were not vocal in his behalf
were silent as if waiting to see
what he would do. This summer
and fall we have had occasion to
see and talk with many of those
same ministers and it Is now no
trouble at all to get a most vigorous expression from them of sharp
criticism of the president and his
official program. A fair vote of the
ministers today would show the
vast majority of them disposed to
oppose his plans. The change is
remarkable."

* * *

DOWN IN MICHIGAN THEY
have started selling eggs by the
pound instead of by the dozen.
That plan has been tried many
times, and as often abandoned.
Eggs seem to be made to count,
and not to weigh. Of course one
egg may weigh twice as much as
another, and · be worth twice as
much, but the public does not seem
to take kindly to buying a pound ·
I of eggs. Of course, while weights
may be made to come out even by
the substitution of li~ter or heavier eggs to make the seale balance,
that entails some labor in the
store, and as a rule people haven't
liked it. Another plan which is uesd
to oome extent is that of grading
according to size, the highest grade
including eggs which will weigh
not less than a given number of
ounces per dozen.

* *

* OF EGGS HAS
HANDLING
· been greatly facilitated by the use
of cases with pasteboard fillers. In
a store back east we bought · great
quantities of eggs from farmers
and sold them to a packing concern whose wagons came around
once or twice a week and gathered them up. The eggs then were
packed in big cases, each the size
of a wardrobe trunk.
layer of
chopped straw was placed in the
bottom of the case, then a layer of
eggs, and so on until the last layer
of straw was heaped up away
above the level of the top. The
hinged top was then forced down
and fastened.

* *
I OFTEN* ADMIRED
THE
skill of the egg gatherers in pick·
ing out cracked eggs. The eggs
were counted, not by dozens, but
by "hands," which meant three
eggs in each hand, or half a dozen
at a time·. As the eggs were moved swiftly from basket or box to
the case they were held lightly in
the gatherer's hands, and as he
. moved them he rattled them loose- .
ly together. A cracked one,, would
give a peculiar click and .would
be discarded.

* * FAST
*
JOHN CARL
DEER
Hill, a Mohawk Indian living in a
cheap room ln New York, is said ·
to be 105 years old. Like other
centenarians he has been asked to
give hie rules for longevity, and,
as usual, the rules which he gives
are qµite different from· those given by most others of his age. For
ne thing, he does not belie-Ve in
t, ree meals a day. He sl!l.)tl!I to eat
when you a.re hungry, six or seven
times, if you feel that way, and,
if not hungry, don't eat at all. He
believes in the use of spinach, and
if that is not available he recommends grass, chopped and salted,
and eaten either cooked or raw.
He thinks one should bandage his
legs, rub his stomach daily, roll
his tobacco in his hands with a
little vaseline, and use liquor only
medicinally.

LIKE
THE
MAN
W H O
"hadn't been nowhere and hadnt'
't
seen nuthin' " b ecause h e h a d n
had delirium tremens, we wh@
think we know
something about
drouth have yet
to learn what really dry weatlier
is, according to
Halbert
Power
Gillette, who is
described as editor, author, pubUsher, and form e r assistant
New York state
engineer,
who
gave a paper the
other day before
the PennsylvaW. P. m,vtes
nia Waterworks
association in session at Atlantic
City. Mr. Gill~tte, who has sufficient professional standing to bring
him before a society which numbers among its members advanced
stud en ts of meteorology and kindred sciences, discards most of the
methods employed by science in
I the study of weather, although his
investigations lead him to accept
the cycle theory, which others have
reached by ·different routes, but he
considers negligible such petty cycles as 11 and 23 years, of which
much has been heard. Instead, lie
thinks he has discovered a rainfall
I cycle of 152 years which reached
its dry extreme in 1787, and should
reach its next in 1939. So according to that
should know what
real drouth is about four years
hence.
1

I

we

* * *

THE ENGINEER EXP.RESSED
the belief, backed by measurement of sediment layers, that there
was "a climatic cycle of 21,000 to
26,000 years-about the period in
which the earth's axis mqkes a
complete gyration, or about 25,700
years.

* * *

meters and rain gauges.'' Meanwhile, he urged that the Pennsylvania ·water Works association
and other organizations contribute
to maintaining research along such
.lines.
·

* * *

IN ONE OF CAPTAIN MARRYatt's books, there is an old seafaring
man who cherishes a bit of philosophy which brings him great comfort in time of distress.
He believes firmly that the whole universe moves in cycles, repeating it- ·
self over and ,over again, and that
whatever happens now has happened before, and in the regular
course will happen again, time
without end. Therefore, if his ship
bumps against a rock, or a governmen t is overturned, or he loses his
tobacco, he worries not at all, but
consoles himself with the thought
that the thing has happened ma:p.y
times before, and will continue to
happen at regular intervals, and
the great cosmos had moved on
notwithstanding.
.
* * *
THEN THERE ARE THOSE
who seek for guidance in a passage of scripture fo which they
open by chance. The book is opened haphazard, and the first passage upon which the eye falls conveys a message of consolation, encouragement or guidance. There
are passages, among the "begats,"
for instance, upon which one might
have to exercise some imagination
in order to find their hidden meanIng.

*

* *

ALLAN QUATERMAIN, ONE
of Rider Haggard's heroes, varied I
this plan by consulting the Ingoldsby Legends. Whenever he found
himself in a tight place he would
recall a line or two from one of
those poems, and he always found
that ft fitted the immediate occa..
sion.

*

* *WAS THE OLD
THEN THERE
steward in Wilkie Collins' ''Moonstone,'' who always turned to Robinson Crusoe for guildance and
cheer. Always he kept the book
where he could reach it on short
notice, and when he was puzzled
arid p,erplexed he opened the book
at random, and in the first lines
upon which his eye rested he
found the soh~tion of his problem.

"I AM CONVINCED THAT
neither sun spots nor any variation in sun heat, nor the force of
any planet, is · the cause of any
rainfall cycle of importance,'' Mr.
Gillette said in his paper. "The fact
that every one of the thirteen cycles discovered is exactly harmonic
with the earth's orbital period of
25,700 years seems to rule out ev* * METHODS
ALL OF *THESE
ery alleged cause but one, the gyration of the axes of electron shells are interesting, and perhaps one is
as good as another. He whose
encasing the earth."
mind is so attuned as to seek comfort and guidance in perfect faith
* * *
MR. GILLETTE DECLARED is pretty sure to find it wherever
the United States Weather Bureau he searches. Shakespeare's duke,
would do well to "spend a tenth in "As You Like It," found "tonas much money on the natural rec- gues in -t rees, books in the running
ords of variations (tree rings and brooks, sermons in stones, and
slit layers) as on reading thermo- good in everything."
~~~~:-.--~==-=~~::::=::::::::::=~~--~ ~~~-~---:::-:::-:.-=-::::-:~~------ A

REV. JAMES F. CUNNING- man habitation. His remarks on
hall}, pastor of the Catholic church the subject have often been quoted,
in years of good crops, to show
of St. Paul the Apostle, of New that sincere and competent men
York, has the very s·ane idea that may b& mistaken. During the dry
not much can tse period he was again quoted by
a c c O m p I i s - some who wondered if, after all,
ed merely by he may not have been right. It will
avoiding t h at be noted that during the past fifty
which is bad. He years a lot of people have done
believes in the pretty well in North Dakota, notvigorous, affirma- withstanding occasional
floods
tive
policy of and drouths.
supporting that
* * *
which is good.
GENERAL GREELY DISTINExpressing satis- guished himself in Arctic research
faction over the and in military construction work
progress made in all over the country. He believed
the movement for that he had supervised the conclean motion pie- struction of more miles of teletures in which graph line than any other man. He
his church has was awarded the congressional
w. P. Davies played
a promi- medal of honor, but not until his
nent part, and in which there has 91st birthday.
Political · controbeen a gratifying measure of sup- versy, it is said, blocked the awardport from producers, Father Cun- in~ of that honor for years.
ningham told his congregation the
*
*
other day that if the gains made
0. 0. McINTYRE, WHO RUNS
are to be retained, the public must the excellent column over on .the
support good pictures, now that it left, discussed monocles the other
has them. In his address he told day, and his paragraph reminded
some truths which have an impor- me of the story of a British lieutant bearing in other fields than tenant a~d his company during the
that of the movies, saying in part: World war. The lieutenant, who
*
moved in the upper social circles
"LET US NOT QUIBBLE! WE and wore a monocle, was assigned
know a large portion of those who to a training camp, and when he
. support public entertainment did ~ade his first appearance before
not want what we call 'good' pie- his company at . drill he wore his
tures. The motion picture indus- customary eye-piece.
Naturally,
try is a business, it cannot be gov- there were no remarks on the suberned by piety or idealism, it must ject, but next day, when the comface the realism of existence; it pany appeared for drill, every
must show a profit like any other Tommy in the outfit wore his metbusiness or it cannot carry on.
al identification tag, wlth cord at*
*
tached, in one eye. The lieutenant
"IT NEEDS PUBLIC SUPPORT surveyed the company calmly, then
and of the many contributing fac- gave ~is monocle a little flit into
tors to the 'bad' pictures the pub- ~he a.Ir, and dexterously caught
lie is almost as blameworthy as the it in his eye. . For a moment there
producer. The ·'public be pleased' was intense silence. Then the comhas been and still is the order of pany burst into a loud guffaw. The
movieland. If the public wants Tommies voted that the new "lefgood pictures it will get them.
tenant'' was a regular fellow and
* *
they were his sworn supporters
''C-A TH O LI C S
W H o thereafter.
condemned the bad pictures, if
* * ·*
they go to motion pictures at all,
IN ONE OF THE POLYNESmust rally to the support of good ian island groups most of the
pictures. We who cried out against young men bought automoblles as
indecent pictures now ask you just fast as they could do so by mortas strongly to support these new gaging the land which they had inpictures, this new type of clean herited from their forefathers, and
and wholesome amusement."
which had been in the same family
* *
for generations. Prices of copra
. GENERAL A. W. GREELY, fell and they were deprived of their
whose death in Washington was usual revenues. Mortgages were
recorded in the papers a few days foreclosed. Now those men are
ago, was stationed at Bismarck without land and their automobiles
many years ago. He did not think are worn out. That sort of thing
highly of this country, and describ- has happened in other places than
ed most of it as b~ing unfit for hu- the South Sea islands.

*

* *

*

*

*

l

IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT au<liences awake noUiing · can · be
when the Ethiopian . army .c om- done about it. Dictatorship has
manded by Emperor Haile Selas~_some advantages-from the standsie goes into action the emperor point of the speaker.
himself will be
·
* *
in the very foreNEW YORKERS ARE TO BE
front in order to treated to a modern replic of the
give encourage- old Mississippi river steamboat
ment to his men. race. Hudson river ferries will be
This is contrary substituted for such famous steamto modern me- ers as the Robert E. Lee and the
thods, and also, Natchez, and the race will be, of
one would sup- course, on the Hudson. Each ferry
pose, to common will carry 500 or more passengers,
s e n s_e, for the and there is promised as much excommander can- citement as there was years ago
not well order on the Father of Waters. No arthe battle if he is rangements have been made for
engaged in hand- duplication of the practice said to
to-hand conflict have been followed in those old
in front of the river races of hanging a colored
w. F. Davies line. It appears deck hand on the safetyvalve when
that the statement as to the em- more steam pressure was needed.
peror's personal participation is
not literally correct. The emperor,
NOTING THE PREDICTION
it seems, is to do his personal of a mild winter by Turtle mounfighting by proxy. A soldier re- tain readers, as recorded in a
sembling him in appearance, dres- Herald dispatch from Bottineau,
ses like him, and carrying the em- V. C. Gores of Bisbee thinks there
peror's red umbrella, will . imper- is something in it. He writes:
sonate his majesty in front :while
"I have a dandelion in bloom in
the monarch issues orders ·from my yard back of my residence here
the rear.
at Bisbee. I have lived here for
* * *
41 years, and this is the first time
THE IDEA IS NOT AT ALL that I saw a dandelion in blosnew. In Biblical times King Jo- som at this time of the year!'
siah had a _double decked out in
WE SHALt sinE
WELL
I
the royal raiment while he fought th
th
d t
th
valiantly in the garb of a common
e .w~a er co.rrespon s o
e
soldier. Ahab had one of the nei- pred1ct~ons. Qmte often flowers
·
bloom m the fall, and the buds on
ghboring kings impersonate him, t
b . t
d ·ld f 1
but was himself killed by an ar- rees egm O 9We11, an Wl
ow
row which found a crevice be- delay their departure south, not between the joints of his harness. In ?ause of what the weather is g~Shakespeare's description of the mg to be, but ~ecause of what it
battle of Bosworth field King ha_s be~n an~ 18· Plenty. of late
Richard thinks . that there must be ram, ~1th mlld weather in Oc!osix Richmonds in the field, for he ber will ofte1:1 start . veg~tation inhas slain five already. The sixth, to the activity ~h1ch is usually
Richmond himself, proves too reserved for spring. All of this
much for him.
m:3-y be followed by extremely low
wmter temperatures.

*

*

*

* .

i!ow

* * *

A HIGH OFFICIAL OF THE
Prussian government was dismissed from the service the other day
because he went to sleep while
listening to a radio address by
Herr Hitler. He, with others, had
been commanded to assemble and
listen to the speech, but the official did not find the speech interesting enough to remain awake.
Hitler has a decided advantage
over most other public speakers.
He can order his audiences and
make them attend, and if they fall
asleep-off with their heads. The
preacher or lecturer has no such
power. . If they can't keep their

*

*
* WITH THE
THOSE FAMILIAR
habits of birds know how often
their observation misleads them . .
Chill winds in northern Canada in
September convince ducks and
geese that winter is at hand, and
they assemble in flocks and start
for the south. If warm weather
follows they will often return. This
is not so usual as the reversal of
flight in the spring. Then birds
often start from the south to find
snow and ice where they expected to find spring-like weather, and
back they go. Quite often birds
are caught overnight ·in a cold
wave and are frozen fast.

"WHY DON'T YOU REPUBUsh that article on 'the history of
the Metropolltan theatre that you ·
wrote several yeare ago? A lot of
the o 1 d e r people would be interested in reading it again, and
there are many
of the younger
residents w h o
know nothing of
the splendid history of the old
theatre."
Questions and comments simllar to
the above have
come to me often,
and the reopen•
ing of the Met
W. P, Davlea
on
Wednesday
evening with "Petticoat Fever"
make1 appropriate just now some
reference to this history of the
house. I am therefore giving in
Installments today and tomorrow
a condensation of "The Early ~heatre In Grand Forks," which was
written ten years ago. After outllning the conditions which made
the road shows of the nineties possible the article continues:

* *

''WHILE *THE COMPANIES
were available, means for housing
them were lacking. The city had
no theatre. Such entertainments
as were given were presented in
improvised quarters, the old Gotzian hall being one of these, and
these places had neither stage facilities nor accommodations for audiences. The country was
and its people enthusiastic.
air was full of optimism. Severa
ambitious bullding projects wer
under way, and it was decided tha
the city needed and must have
theatre bullding which would mak
the rest of the world sit up an
take notice. A company wa
formed with S. S. Titus, president
George B. Winship, vice president,
Burke Corbet, secretary, George E.
Bachelder, treasurer, and E. J
Lander and John Birkholz, directors. Stock was sold to all the
prominent residents until enough
money was raised to take care of
the prellminary financing, arrangements were made with an eastern
company for a loan, and the construction of the Metropolltan theatre was begun.

* *

*
THE BUILDING, WHICH
WAS
completed in the summer of 1890,
represented about the last word in
the theatre builder's art of that
day. In size, seating arrangements
and furnishings as well as in the
size arl'd equipment of its stage it
was unsurpassed, and I believe it
was unequaled in any city between
Minneapolis and Seattle, and the
stage would accommodate the scenery of &,?Y company then on the
road. The erection of thi b i -

Ing was one of the outstanding
events in the history of the northwest and it attracted no little attention to Grand Forks as a bustling and enterprising city whose
people were determined that the
cultural as well as the commercial
side of life should be cared for.

* *

IT WAS *
CLEAR THAT SUCH
an enterprise must have the right
sort of management. An ambitious
young fellow named George H.
Broadhurst was brought from a
Minneapolis theatre to manage the
Metropolitan. He was a capable
man but on account of the financial 'stringency which was setting
In it was necessary to cut expenses and Mr. Winship agreed
to tak~ care of half of Broadhurst's salary and employ him on
part time as city editor of the Herald. The newspaper business did
not appeal to the young man and
the arrangement lasted only a few
months. Broadhurst went east to
become a celebrated playwright, to
make and lose several fortunes and
to achieve what now appears to be
permanent prosperity as a succeS'Sful producer and theater owner.

* *

!

* THE THETHE OPENING OF
atre, which occurred on November
10, 1890, was on a scale commensurate with the magnificence of
the
enterprise.
The manager
searched the continent for an attraction which would be worthy of
the occasion and engaged an opera
company headed by Emma Abbott,
one of the best loved of American
singers. The bill for the opening
night was "Martha." Seats for the
opening were sold at auction, and
some very handsome prices were
realized The house was packed
' with th~ elite of the city and state,
and Governor John Miller, the
state's first governor, delivered a
short address of congratulation
and dedication. There la an element of sadness associated with
this opening, as Miss Abbott was
taken ill shortly afterward and
died In Denver on January 15, 1891.

* *FOLLOWING
DURING *THE
ten or fifteen years the city was
given a succession of dramatic entertainment quite disproportionate
to the size of Its population and
probably far surpassing that enjoyed by any other city of similar size
on the continent. The number of
openings would average two or
three a week during the season of
about the usual forty weeks, with
occasional summer openings as
well. Some of the greatest artists
on the American stage made their
bowa to Grand Forks audiences.
Tragedy, comedy, farce and melodrama alternated. Musical comedy
, was at the height of Its popularity,
and Grand Forks had its share of
this, and there was a fair proportion of opera and other musical offerings. The position of the city
on the high road between the

Nortl:iern Pacific main line and
Winnipeg enabled us to catch practically all the big companies going
or coming.

* ALONE
*
IT WAS *NOT
THE
residents of Grand Forks who enjoyed these privileges. No other
city In the territory was as favored, and it was the common custom
for theatre parties from n~ighboring towns to attend the performances at the Metropolitan. Grand
Forks was a theatre center of some
consequence, and the theatre established a pleasant contact between
local residents and their neighbors.
This Influx of visitors was also of
commercial importance, so that
the Metropolitan theatre may be
said to have contributed very appreciably to the social life and economic development of the territory,

*

*

THE MOST * OUTSTANDING
actor of that period, at least on
this continent, was Richard Mansfield. His Shakespearean interpretations made him famous, but
it ls doubtful If any of his characterizations exceeded bis "Beau
Brummell" in delicacy of touch and
exquisiteness of finish. Mansfield
· appeared here in this play in the
early nineties and with bis marvelous voice and personality made a
human creature of the traditional
court dandy.

* *GAVE
* US THE
MRS. FISKE
vivacity, the cleverness, the unmorality and the tragedy of "Becky
Sharpe." Robert Mantell, then
one of the younger actors, showed
the promise of his later greatness
in a romantic drama.
Madame
Modjeska was probably the greatest, and certainly the most famous
of the actresses who graced the
cal etage. The memory of her
appearance as Lady Macbeth persists after a quarter of a century.
The sleepwalking scene as interpreted by Modjeskt, seemed to
bring one into the actual presence
f a naked and tortured soul. Naziova appeared in "Mary, Queen of
Scots." Like Modjeska she was of
European birth, and her Russian
accent was more pronounced than
was the Polish of Modjeska. But
accent was forgotten In the tragedy of the willful, beautiful woman whose career ended on the acaffold.
* * *.

THREE NAMES WHICH OCcur frequently either separately or
together in the list of dramatic interpreters during the first fifteen
years of the Metropolitan are
those of Frederick Warde, Louis
James and Katherine Kidder. The
two men appeared separately in
several plays. James ls remembered especially in "Virginius" and
Warde in "Hamlet" and "King
Lear." The three appeared as a
galaxy of stars in one company In
"The Tempest," and I · think in "A

HEREWITH IS THE SECOND
installment of "The Early Theatre
in Grand Forks," a partial reprint
of an article published ten years
a g o descrlbin
the building of
the Metropolitan
theatre and list
ing some of the
attraction which
appeared in it in
the nineties and
the early years of
the present century: William Faversham delight
ed us with hi
original produ
tion of "Th
Squaw Man.'
Dustin Farnu
w. P. Davies irt.a.rred in "The
Virginian.'' Farnum seemed to acquire habits in this play, quite appropriate to it, which stuck to him
later to the decided impairment of
his art. He appeared later in "The
Squaw Man," and in that play carried even into the London drawing room the rolling gait and
swagger which he had acquired in
"The Virginian.'' He also gave us
"The Gentleman from Mississippi,"
in which he was supported by McKee Rankin.

* * *

OTIS SKINNER GAVE A FINished performance of "The Liars.''
Nance O'Neill, supported by McKee Rankin, gave "Magda." and
"The Fires of St. .John.'' David
Warfield appeared in "The Music
Master" with the elaborate Belasco
setting. .James K. Hackett, Robert
Edeson, Mrs. Patrick Campbell and
· Mrs. Leslie Carter were also among
the stellar artists of that period.

* *

*
GRAND FORKS
HAD NO OPportunlty to see Tomasso Salvini,
but his son, Alexander, displayed
his fine inheritance of talent in
"The Three Guardsmen" and "Don
Caesar de Bazan.'' In like manner
while we missed the fine art of
.Joseph .Jefferson the elder, his son
Thomas gave an acceptable rendition of "Rip Van Winkle," which
his father had made famous, and
the two other sons, William and
.Joseph, appeared in "The Rivals.''

* * *

.JAMES W. STODDART, THAT
veteran who had spent seventy
years of his life on the stage, twice
brought us "The Bonnie Brier
Bush.'' Ta.king the comedy part in
this play was Reuben Fax, who in
earlier yea.rs starred in "Trilby.''
Stoddart's last appearance here
wu only a few months before his
death. He was nearly eighty years
old, and had become indifferent to
everything but his stage work, and
almost obllvio}ls of everything else.

His death occurred whiie the company was touring back to Ne
York, and Fax died suddenly no
long after.

* * *

ALBERTA 02\LLATIN AND
her company of four others gave
us Ibsen's "Ghosts," played on a
stage almost bare and with no
change of setting from beginnin
to end. Not for an instant was
the attention of the audience diverted from the tragedy and fateI fulness BO characteristic of Ibsen,
and which he had concentrated in
this play.

* * *

THE BEN GREET PLAYERS
demonstrated the possibility of in> terpreting Shakespeare without
~ scenery, as later players have experimented with Shakespeare in a
modern setting. The results, I
think, were similar. The work 'YS.S
well-done, and audiences were· impressed, but in most cases the feeling was that the conventional settings were to be preferred.

* * * A TRAGELEWIS MORRISON,
dian of note, had become famous
as an interpreter of "Faust," and
for some time he made us annual
visits in this play. In like manner
Thomas W. Keene's "Richelieu" became familiar to Metropolitan patrons. Many of these plays were
given by actors of lesser note.
William Owen, for instance, acted creditably in many of the classic plays. His "Richelieu" was
really well done, but for some mysterious reason he undertook to improve on the text. In the great
scene where .Julie appeals to the
cardinal for protection, and the old
prelate defies the king's soldiers
with the words "Mark where she
stands," etc., Owen made the lines
read "Mark where she kneels,"
with appropriate action on .Julie's
part. .Just why that peculiar change
was made was never explained.

* *

* AND A SPLENFRANK MAYO
didly balanced company were here
in ·:Pudd'nhead Wilson," a play
very popular for a time, but which
was withdrawn soon after Mayo's
death. The part of the bad youth
in that play was ta.ken by Frank
Campeau, whose peculiar mannerism was a little sidewise toss of the
head. Later Campeau played Trampas to Dustin Farnum's Virginian, and the same little toss of
the ·head would have identified him
anywhere. Years later, when "Pudd'n}J.ead Wilson" and "The Virginian" had been almost forgotten and
the motion picture had come to
stay, a screen actor was seen to
toss his head in an odd and wellremembered manner. The program gave the name of this actor
as Frank Campeau. That little
mannerism was as sure an identification u a thumb print.

... ...

-------... ... ...

.JOHN DREW STANDS AT THE
head of the list of comedians who
have played in the Metropolitan.
His offering was a parlor comedy
not particularly noteworthy, but
the star upheld the fine traditions
of his famous family. Mrs. Gilbert,
lovable on or off the state, who
had lived a long life in the atmosphere of the theatre, graced several productions in old lady parts.
Maxine Elliott is remembered for
her grace and bubbling humor.
Grace George was charming in
Divorcons.'' Lillian Russell, paBt
her prime, but still beautiful and
clever won the hearts of a Met'
ropolitan
audie11,ce. Lawrance D 'Orsay gave a finished performance
in "The Earl of Pawtucket," a
play which was recently revived
for a short run. Marie Cahill, who
is still as merry as ever, was a
Grand Forks favorite. Belle Archer permitted herself to be advertised as "Beautiful Belle Archer,"
and compiled with the specifications in addition to giving very acceptable entertainment in "A Co~tented Woman.''

* *

A FEW WEEKS *AGO A LOcal high school company presented "Merely Mary Ann," and did it
very well. In September, 1905, this
play was given in Grand Forks
with Eleanor Robson as Mary Ann.
Miss Robson is now Mrs. August
Belmont retired from the mimic
life, but still devoted to the stage
and its people.

* * *

AMONG THE OTHE.R WELL
known actors and actresses who
visited us were Margaret Anglin,
Rose Coghlan, .Henrietta Crosman,
.Jefferson de Angelia, Henry E.
Dixey, Gertrude Elliott, Roselle
Knott, Stuart Robson. Edna Goodrich, Eddie Foy, ::tiarry Corson
Clarke, .Josephine Stanton, May
Robson, Max Figmall in "The Man
on the Box," Clay Clement in "The
New Dominion" and other comedies, Charles B. Hanford in Shakespearean productions, Herbert Kelcey and Effie Shannon in "Sherlock Holmes," Kyrle Bellew in
"Rattles," Marie Walhwright In
"Twelfth Night," Florence Gale In
"As You Like It," and Ezra Kendall in "Weatherbeaten Benson"
and "The Vinegar Buyer." Kendall
was a mediocre actor, but he had
always a good monologue.

* * *

THERE WERE OTHER PLAYS
not especially associated with the
names of particular actore, but aPpealing because of their own qualities. "Shenandoah," the greatest of
the Civil war plays, Introduced
spectacular features, mounted soldiers, marching men, and all the
paraphernalia of war, with Sheridan turning defeat into victory on

tne wild ride from Winchester.
"Barbara Frietsche" did violence to
history by putting the flag into
the hands of a fair, young girl but
introduced General Jackson and
his memorable command to his
men. Barbara was played by
Edythe Chapman, who in private
life was Mrs. James Neill. The
Neill Stock company made regular
visits in classicial and roman tic
plays. It had no stars of the first
magnitude, but· was a well balanced organization and did honest acceptable work.
James Neill ' became conspicuous because of difficulties arising from his initiation
into the order of Elks in a Montana city. He took· exception to
the ini~iatory ceremonies as being
undignified, and the initiation was
halted midway. The· irritation subsided after a time and Neill finished his initiation :and became an
Elk in good standing. He and ·
Mrs. Neill made many warm
friends in Grand Forks. Both ha~
since gravitated into · the movies.

*

*

*

WE WERE SHOWN "SOWING
of Wind," a powerful emotional
drama, the ever popular "Prisoner of Zenda,'' "Tennesse's Pardner," "Alabama," "Arizona,'' "In
Old Kentucky," several of Barrie's
plays, includiing "Peter Pan," and
Maeterlinck's "Blue Bird." These
'Ila,_
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namew will indicate something of
the variety and quality.

*

*

*

THERE WERE ALSO THE FAmiliar Irish plays, "The Kerry
Gow," "The Shaugran," Chauncey
Olcott in his. best singing days, and ·
Dan Sully with a new play every
year which always drew a big
house, not that it was a great play
or that Sully -was a great actor, .
but because everyone liked him,
and his play always gave him an
opportunity to be himself.

* *

* SO-CALLWE HAD ALL THE
ed down east · plays, which had
touched the emotions of a continent with what was accepted as
a faithful representation of rural
New England life. Denman Thompson gave us "The Old Homestead."
Almost equally popular was "Shore·
Acres.•• Others of tliis type were
"Way Down East,'' and "Huma
Hearts."

.. *

* *

CHARLES W. HOYT WAS AT
that time turning out farce afte
farce, and these, after a run i ,
New York, took to the road, .an
most of them were given in . Grand
. Forks by excellent companies.
. Hoyt's most successful farce was
"A Texas Steer." In the class o
broad farce· were Broadhurst's
"Mistakes Will Happen," "The Man
From Mexico," "My Friend -From
India/' "A Bunch of Keys,'' "Who
is Who?" "Why Smith Left Home,"
"What Happened to Jones," and
"Are You A Mason?"

HAVING DEVO~ED T H E
column for two successive days
to a recapitulation of the history
of "The Early Theatre in Grand
Forks," I may
as well add another number to
the series and
complete the major part of the
story as it was
originally w r i tt e n. Beginning
where we left off
yesterday the ar-·
ticle
continues:
T~e stock cqµipany, often .playing a week's engagement, w as
W. P. Davies
one of the features of the time.
The Neill Stock company has already been mentioned. The McDowell. company used Grand Forks
as the starting point for tours of
.the smaller towns of the state.
, There were the Irving French compaJ:l.y, the Bittners, and perhaps a
d~zen others, of varying quality,
with repertoires ranging from the
sublime to the ridiculous. Corse
Peyton, who is still doing dramatic
wprk, headed one of the popular
"ten-twent'-thirt'"
companies
which preferred a two weeks' engagement in midsummer. The popular title indicates the scale of
prices, and the performances were
at least worth the mo~ey. Peyton
was a tall, lank fellow with a passion for walking and loud check
~lothes. Striding across the prairie on a summer afternoon he made
an impressive figure in the landscape. ·
·
1

* *

:; / abso~otion in the musi.c was so
- passionate and so complete that
l he lost all sense of e\lerything else.
~ Later he was compelled to retire
and. take a course of mental treatme~t.. Edourd Remenyi, pflnce of
viob:r~uets, stopped off and played
~n his way to the ~acific. coast. A
. bttle later he collapsed ·. ·on the
· sta?e of a . San Francisco theatre
~hile playing fQr a patriotic meetmg a~ the opening of the Spanish~
American war, and when attendants lifted him up his spirit had
fled. He had been banished from
his native Hungary as a rebel.
He had been · shipwrecked off
~adagascar. He ha:d played his
violin in mid-Africa at barn
dances in the Canadia~ northwest
and before the most cultured audi~
ences in Europe and America. He
was as unaffected and as emotion?-1 as; a chlld, and one thinks that
if he could have, chosen the manner of his passing he would. not
have changed it.
:k

* *

. IN LIGHT OPERA AND MUsical comedy Grand Forks had au
!he popular successes of the east,
if not always with the "original
New York casts,'' with the same
c:ists that appeared anywhere outside of the metropolis. "P1nafore "
"The Pirates of Penzance " an.'d
, "The Mikado" were familia'r, numbers. We saw "Florodora;'' with at
· least one of the numerous original
sextettes. ''Red Feather" made a
grea.t hit, as did diminutive Frank
Daniels in "The Idol's Eye" and
several other musical comedies.
George Dameral, a fo·r mer Grand
Forks boy, appeared on his native
he:ith ~~ the tenor in "The Merry
Widow.
DeWolfe Hopper recited
f?r. us "Casey at the Bat'' in ad~:hti~n ~o his regular musical offermg m vyang~'' Oscar Figman displayed his talents in... "The Belle of
New York," "The Wizard .of Oz"
''The Sultan of Sulu,'' "The Choc~la~e S?,ldier," and "The Prince of
PIisen, are other numbers reme?1bered for their tunefulness,
their. humor and their general attractiveness. "The Devil's Auction''

MUSIC , RECEIVED* ITS DUE
share of attention in the theater
bills. Theodore Thomas was here
with his orchestra, Sousa and Dan
Godfrey with · their bands. "Madame Butterfly" was sung by a
magnificent company. We heard
"Carmen,'' "The Bohemian Girl"
Schumann-Heink, Scalchi, and 'a
score of standard operas which
were usually well sung. An Italian
.4,.__ _ __-2--- - ----opera company returning from the
was
sup.posed to have a decided
city of Mexico in the days of Pres.f lavor of wickedness, hence it was
ident Diaz gave us "Cavaliera
v~rlP'f.lJR dpular.
Rusticana'~and "II Pagliacci.'' The
··~::?;
*
company was a ·large one.
Its
THE
BOSTONIANS
GAVE US
~embers did not make an ·impres"Robin Hood," and in that connecsive appearar1ce on the streets, but ·
tion there is the recollection of a
how those Italians could ·sing! Cresappointment.
Henry Clay
a tore brought us his band and his
famous acrobatic gestures.
The , . Barnaby, of the Bostonians, had
become ramous as the sheriff of
manner in which Cr.eatore's eccenN otti?ghamshire, and his singing
tricities while directing were f eaof that part was eagerly awaited.
ture~ in his. advertising gave many
The company played Winnipeg,
the impr~ssio,n that his performthen Grand Forks. In Winnipeg
ances w~s merely· publicity stunt.
Barnaby developed serious . throat
While some 0~ his extravagances
trouble and w~nt on through to St.
may have been deliberate, it was
a!>pa:r:_ent. on watching him that hi
l

* *

Paul to consmt a specialist.
The
opera was sung magnificently, and
the sheriff was well done, but it
wasn:t Barnaby.
·

*

:l'

THEN THERE WAS
THE
minstrel show, without which a
winter wouHl not have .been complete. The minstrel show has
fall en from its high estate, but in
the early days of the Metropolitan
theatre it was a very important
affair. Primrose, West, Dockstader, Hi · Henry, Fields, Haverly,
Richard and Pringle, were all great
figures in the minstrel world, and
these, with many others, contribut.
ed to the entertainment of the
Grand Forks public. The minstrel
show was strictly standardized
and conventionalized.
Like all
Gaul, it was divided in to three
parts. First there was the opening, with the players in black face,
sometimes severely and sometimes
picturesquely garbed, with the interlocutor in the center and bones
and tambo at the respe'ctive ends.
There was the medley of songs,
dances and witticisms, with the interlocutor presiding with grave
dignity. The second part consisted of miscellaneous vaudeville, and
the show concluded with a skit introducing ·much broad farce. Within these divisions the armngement
was more or less elastic, but the
divisions were as unvarying as the
laws of the Medes· and Persians. It
:would have · been consider~d a violation of the properties to have a
minstrel show without a parade.
Primrose was a clever dancer. Hi
Henry was a ·marvel with the cornet. Lew Dockstader was the
most popular . all-round . entertainer.
It was his custom. before show
time to ·spend an hour or two in
the newspaper offices and hotels
collecting gossip about lopal people,
and he would give that gossip
some· weird twists- in the evening
entertainment. He was short and
stocky, built somewhat on Rooseveltian llnes, a fact which brought
him into contact with the man in
the White House on one occasion.
Roosev.e lt's
famous , conference
with Booker T. Washington; at
whicJi it was said incorrectly, that
Roosevelt had entertained the ne~ ·
gro leader at luncheon or dinner,
had been distorted. and magnified
into. a · scandal of first proportions.
A plgture ;concern engaged Dockstader, to .impersonate Roosevelt in
fL series of scenes with another
impersonator of Washington in
whicll the president was shown
dining his g.uest waiting on him effusively, and seeing him to his
carriage. The pictures were actually taken, but word was sent to
the promoters that it wouldn't do,
and the pictures were never shown.
Dockstader died only a few years
ago, having spent a lifetime entertaining the American public.

1
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A SUMMARY OF DRAMATIC
entertainment in . any northern
community would be incomplete
without mention of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." Gran·d Forks had its share
of Uncle Tom$. How a play based
on Mrs. Stowe's book took on the
grotesque form of this play nobody knows, but something was
lacking without an opportunity to
weep over little Eva and laugh at
the drolleries of Topsy and the absurdities of Marks. In this as in
the minstrel show the parade was
mandatory, and the bigger the
dogs were . that could be obtained
the more impressive was the pa- .
rade. Some enterprising genius
undertook to _give the people double value for their money by introducing in the play two. Topsies and
. two Markses, but the innovation
did not prove popular.
"Uncle
Tom's Cabin'' was held in . small
esteem by the profession generally,
and ·to have been a "Tommer'' was
something to be lived down, if possible.

··,

1

*

* * *
ONE OF.THE EARLY MOTION
pictures was' being projected from
a temporary . cabinet on the . main
floor when the 'film took fire.
There was a ripple of excitement,
but the local manager, Gus Myers,
stepped . upon the , stage, and in his
quiet London drawl apologized for
· the interruption, · explaining that
because of the inflammable nature
of the films such accidents were
frequent.
assured the audienc~
. that repairs· would be made and
the· showing resumed within a _few
minutes. He was as composed in
appearance as If he had been asking the audien(?e to have a cup of
tea, but 1:te confessed· afterward
that his. knees were knocking together · while he spoke. His non- ·
chalance had the desired effect and
no one moved.

ae.·

* *

*

THE BUILDING, OF THE MET,ropolitan was not a remriuerative
undertaking · to those who. invested
in it. The entire investment vanished in the financial depression
which followed close upon its
building. B'u t because the build- ,
ing was available the community '
was well served. The . classical
drama, current dramatic ' work, the
wit and humor of the best writers,.
and the finished work - of some of
the finest artists :were placed at
the disposal of the people of Grand
Forks, and an exceedingly rich
varied bill of fare was presented
at very moderate prices.

·THE METROPOLITAN HAS
never been the scene of a panic,
although there have been a few
scares. In one of Corse Peyton's
plays a flimsy window curtain at
a stage window at which Peyton
was seated writing blew into a gas
jet and took fire. Peyton saw thP
flame creeping upward, and reac'
ing up grasped the curtain a·
smothered the flame in his hands.
He. resumed his pose and his lines
so quickly that the incident passe,d
urinotice'd. In another moment the
fire would have been lapping at
the scenery and 'there would have·
been a rush for the door.,

* ~.~~~~---~

AT ANOTHER TIME A FIRE
alarm s·o unded while Dan Sully
was playing to one , of his packed
houses. The fire was more than
a . block away, but the audience did
not know it. A few' people started
. out and there was evidence· of excitement. Several in the center of
the house started to climb over the
seats, / and pandemonium was imminent. Sully, who was speaking,
had tried to continue, but _seeing
that it was useless he st.e pped to
:the footlights and urged the people to be quiet · as there was no
danger. He was so excited himself that. he stammered . badly, and
the spectacle of a man as excited
as · he was trying to calm a crowd
brought a - gust of laughter and
the danger ·was over.

I
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IN THE LIST OF ENTER., tainments for one month appear
hnd
the following: "The White Maha t ma," a spiritualist drama; Schu~
mann Heinke; a solid week with
the Beggar Prince Opera company
~ in "Fra Diavolo," "Said Pasha,"
· "Olivette," ·'Mikado," "Mascot," and
"Girofle-Girofla," Field's minstrels;
"The , Gamekeeper,' a melodrama;
a week with the Willis Stock cornpany in repertoire; and Mahara's
minstrels. In one other month
there were "Alphonse and Gaston,'' ·
a farce; "Human Hearts," a down
east play; Primrose and Dockstader' s minstrels; Walker Whiteside
in "Hamlet'' and "Richard III";
the Bostonians in "Robin Hood"; a
I local talent play; Elizabeth Kennedy in "Captain Jenks"; and Dan
Sully . in "The Old Mill Stream."
These will serve as examples of
the quantity and the variety of entertainment provided.
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